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Glazecraft flooring.
The look of ceramic at the cost of vinyl.
The elegant look of ceramic tile.
The economy of upgrade vinyl flooring.
It's Glazecraft, our luxurious, no-wax vinyl tile.
Mix and match various designs to create beautiful, custom floors.
Glazecraft withstands tough traffic and stays new-looking even longer than our Solariaft tile.
Write for our pattern book and a Glazecraft sample.
Armstrong, Dept. 54PAR, Box 3001, Lancaster, PA 17604.
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Versatility.
Schlage's new "L" Series Mortise Lock is a triumph of design-engineering for working versatility.
Piece by piece, move by move, Schlage technology has redefined the mortise lock; now it does more, does it better, and does it with fewer parts.
Observe.
Our non-handed case (a 180° turn of the latch changes hands) permits levers, knobs, and grip handles to be mixed or matched as you require. Orders can be filled quickly because your wholesaler can comfortably carry all components in stock.
Quality? The "L" Series meets ANSI Grade I Standards.
UL Listed, of course.
Schlage's new "L" Series Locks; the mortise strong enough to do it all. That's versatility. Contact your wholesaler or Schlage representative for details.

SCHLAGE
Part of worldwide Ingersoll-Rand

Schlage Lock Company, P.O. Box 3324,
San Francisco, CA 94119, U.S.A.
(415) 467-1100, Telex: 340-409
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The fireplace that's a real standout.

We'd like to introduce a fireplace that really stands out from the rest—in looks and flexibility. It's Superior's new Peninsula fireplace! And what a beauty it is. With almost 13 square feet of viewing area and three open sides, it can provide a dramatic, custom-built look to three different rooms. All in one revolutionary design. Imagine the possibilities!

To add to the drama of the Peninsula fireplace, we've included a few "asked-for" features at no extra cost. Among these are beautiful brass-framed doors with special high temperature glass and a newly designed suspended grate.

Of course, you also get Superior's zero clearance design, which makes for fast, easy installations. Time after time. You won't need a lot of space. And you won't have to use a lot of materials. You won't need a heavy masonry foundation either. Because the Peninsula fireplace can be positioned and leveled for framing just about anywhere. In fact, you can put the unit directly on a wood floor, if necessary.

The Peninsula fireplace also features Superior's proven two-wall air-cooled chimney system. The 10-inch chimney sections are a snap to put up and require just 1-inch clearance to combustibles. Illustrated do-it-yourself instructions accompany every unit. The bottom line is that you save a lot of time and money on every installation. And that adds up.

What's more, Superior's clean-face installation has no grilles. So you get a beautiful fireplace. Without the custom-built masonry price.

For Superior energy savings, there's an outside-air kit option that helps make the Peninsula fireplace an efficient heating system, with unlimited design and construction possibilities.

Of course, along with the Peninsula fireplace you also get the Superior fireplace company—with 50 years of commitment to the fireplace industry and a vast, nationwide distribution network.


For detailed literature, contact Superior Fireplace, 4325 Artesia Ave., Fullerton, California 92633. (714) 521-7302.
This house has a great sense of site.

Carefully placed Pella windows and skylights help keep that feeling, especially indoors.

Many homes have a feel for the site. But too often that feeling is lost once you enter the house. Not so at this suburban Philadelphia home for a growing family. The strong sense of site really starts with a strong sense of entry. From the street, visitors pass through an archway in a latticework arbor onto an entry deck. This area is bounded by the house, garage, arbor and gazebo, all set at acute angles to each other. This area sets the stage to view the entire site as it falls away, finally reaching a scenic lake. This view isn’t lost when you enter because as the site steps down, so does the house. Architect Lyman Perry has designed the spaces in the house to go with the flow. On the first level the ceiling remains even, but the floors step down in progressively expanding space from entry and kitchen, to dining, to living room.

And through this progression, Pella windows and skylights also act in response to the outdoors, reaching out to bring the outdoors in. For instance, the kitchen sink is directly under a band of Pella Skylights with matching Pella Casement Windows. And, to keep a good thing going, this arrangement continues uninterrupted into the dining room. By putting the daily tasks near the windows, the owners are brought into frequent contact with the view and the site.

Finally, as the space drops into the living room, huge Pella Fixed Windows with operable casements below bring a huge amount of light into the house. In fact, the mullion arrangement appears to be a railing, and reminds one of being on a porch or deck observing the world. Even though this arrangement of windows creates a strong feeling for nature, Pella also keeps nature in its place. Outside, the units are completely clad in a low maintenance aluminum exterior. In between, double glazing and super tight weatherstripping keep the elements outside. And inside, the warmth of solid wood matches the glow of the resawn yellow pine floors and trim.

Pella offers more than superior quality products. Pella offers superior technical service.

The Pella Sloped Glazing System can save you a lot of time because you can let Pella technical services professionals handle all the details of designing and specifying sloped glazing arrangements for any commercial or residential purpose.

Plus, the Pella system has so much more to offer—built-in blinds, Type E glass, all aluminum exterior, operable windows in any style, and operable roof panels.

For more information on Pella technical services and products, contact your nearest Pella distributor. You’ll find Pella in the Yellow Pages, in Sweet’s General Building File, or Sweet’s BUYLINE. Or simply return the coupon below.

Please send me the latest information on Pella for residential and commercial construction.

Name

Firm

Address

City

State Zip

Telephone

This coupon answered in 24 hours.

Mail to: Pella Windows and Doors, Commercial Division, Dept. 12005, 100 Main Street, Pella, Iowa 50219. Also available throughout Canada. © 1985 Rolscreen Co.

Pella. The significant difference in windows and skylights.
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There’s no ‘or equal’ for performance

Progressions: patterns in modular carpet by Lees

Emilio Ambasz applied interior architecture to create a striking visual design for Bank Brussels Lambert. The carpet tile designed by Ambasz sets strong linear forms against a gunmetal ground. This modular carpet system by Lees offers the optimum combination of aesthetics, comfort and performance.

Progressions. Lees makes a series of carpet tile constructions in a virtually endless selection of colors and patterns. Custom capability is without equal. All modular systems have broadloom coordinates.

Flexibility. Tiles laid over raised floor lift free for quick, easy access to power, telephone, and computer cable. Lees modular carpets are also compatible with all flat wire distribution systems.

Appearance. Dense construction and tailored texture make a durable wear surface. Antrone® nylon yarn by DuPont is dirt-resistant and static-protected. Superior appearance retention reduces maintenance costs.

10-year warranty. Lees backs the system with a comprehensive 10-year warranty. No manufacturer of carpet tile goes so far to guarantee performance satisfaction.

Call toll-free. For illustrated brochure, test data, specification information, call 800/523-5647. From within Pennsylvania, call collect 215/666-9426.

LEES
COMMERCIAL CARPET COMPANY
3A A division of Burlington Industries, Inc.
King of Prussia, PA 19406
©1985 Burlington Industries, Inc.
Panache.

Panelfold introduces a new generation of wood folding doors designed to offer total flexibility for space planning in both hotel/resort guest quarters and residential interiors. Featuring six inch wide panels with a choice of cane, mirror or translucent inserts or carved surface detailing in a wide variety of wood veneers and decorative laminates in heights to 12 feet.

These designer inspired folding doors make great cover-ups for closet/storage areas and an excellent choice for room dividers.

The practical alternative for saving space with a great look!

New from Panelfold

Panelfold, Inc. PO Box 680130 Miami, Florida 33168 (305) 688-3501 Telex 52 2173
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These days, the building industry is one tough business. Staying competitive means in part, being able to offer an on-going array of exciting, new design ideas. At American Olean, new Whisper Patterns™ is one beautiful way we help you meet this need.

*Whisper Patterns. Petal-soft shades of ceramic tile with contemporary designs that can go from kitchen to family room. They also coordinate perfectly with American-Standard fixtures for a rich, new look in the bath. It's a concept we're selling hard in consumer shelter magazines. One that's also backed with top-notch American Olean distribution, personal service and our complete line of installation and tile care products.*

Gaining the rewards you so richly deserve is easier with American Olean. For information on Whisper Patterns and our complete 1985 product line, write American Olean Tile Company, 3193 Cannon Avenue, Lansdale, PA 19446-0271; or call us at (215) 855-1111.

Circle 9 on inquiry card
You're out front with American Olean
The most for your imagination.

New! Pioneer MelCor II™
Like chocolate without the chip, peanut without the brittle.
Pioneer MelCor II™ solid color laminate to the core.
Color that looks good enough to eat. Now, with new machinability you can't beat.

Looks soft and lustrous.
Won't stain.
Won't strain your patience.
Won't strain or ruin your tools.
Yum yum. Not, hum drum.
From Pioneer.
The most for your imagination.
Samples.
Literature.
Technical data.

Now, rout or sandblast anything you please. With ease.

Pioneer Plastics
Pioneer Road
PO Box 1014
Auburn, Maine 04210-1014
(207) 784-9111

Division of LOF Plastics Inc.
A Libbey-Owens-Ford Company
© 1985 Libbey-Owens-Ford Co.
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Details you never thought possible with exterior insulation systems.

STO INDUSTRIES, INC.
Quality Lane, Box 219
Rutland, Vermont 05701
(800) 851-5533

STO exterior systems create a flexible, seamless thermal covering for the entire outside wall with all of its unexpected corners and turns. Even where the edges meet other materials, STO provides efficient weather-resistant seals for the most complete building protection. So... while you're designing magnificent details (or simple ones), STO is perfecting exterior systems and finishes that perform —right to the last detail.
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Will the Hartco Floor last as long as the Rembrandt has?

The Rembrandt is over 300 years old. There are hardwood floors around the world that have lasted just as long. Normal hardwood floors. But this Hartco Floor is not exactly normal.

It is Hartco Acrylic Impregnated Solid Oak Parquet. It's harder than normal hardwood. Tough acrylic and stain are forced into every pore of the solid oak so it resists wear and scratching. The color can't be worn off. And maintenance is easy. Just vacuum, apply our commercial grade Spray Shield and buff.

Now you can design with the artistry of natural wood in high traffic areas. And not worry about sanding, staining and refinishing. Specify Hartco Acrylic Impregnated Solid Oak Parquet. For more information see Sweet's 9.22/Hat. Call Sweet's Buy-line toll-free. Or contact Hartco, Oneida, Tennessee 37841. Telephone (615) 569-8526.

The beauty and elegance of granite only add to its inherent value as a finish material. Here in the bright and airy lobby of the Texas Commerce Bank are extensive uses of Regal Gray Granite in a polished finish on the walls, balconies and railings, as well as a flooring treatment using Regal Gray and Regal Rose Granites in a thermal finish, enhanced by the diamond features at the intersections of the typical pavers.

Contact our sales office for our brochure, color selection, finishes, applications, samples, budget prices or technical assistance. Call toll free: 1-800-445-7050, or in New Hampshire, call 1-603-224-5325.

Manufacturing Plants —
P.O. Box 482, Barre, VT 05641
Sales Office —
369 North State Street, Concord, NH 03301
You can order reprints of any articles that have appeared in Architectural Record, whether in color (if the article was published in color) or black-and-white (if published in black-and-white), in whatever quantities (minimum 100) you need, for use in your own mailings and presentations.

For more information, price quotes and help with layout and format of your reprints, call:

Janice Austin
609/426-5494
Great Seats.
Great Performance.

There's nothing better than having a great seat.
Adden has a chair for every seating need, from the practical Rounder Sofa to the handsome Corporate Swivel . . . from the lightweight Stacking Chair to the versatile Two-Position Chair . . . armchairs, side chairs, rocking chairs, patient chairs. Simple, durable solid oak construction assures years of great performance, at Adden's competitive prices.

Adden. Where the best seats are always available.

ADDEN

26 Jackson Street, Lowell, MA 01852 (617) 454-7848

Showrooms:
Boston, 77 North Washington St.
Chicago, 11-112A Merchandise Mart
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Solid, non-porous CORIAN® for easy care and durability in an infinite variety of shapes and edge treatments.

Du Pont CORIAN is a unique design material. Solid, with color and pattern clear through, it can be worked and shaped like a fine hardwood. And yet it is remarkably durable and can avoid the ravages of time and hard use with nothing more than average, day-to-day maintenance. So the special looks you develop in CORIAN will continue to set your designs apart, long after other surfaces show their age.

CORIAN has a subtle, quietly pleasing look. It is satiny smooth and warmly pleasing to the touch. Neutral and compatible. And, totally unlike thin plastic laminates or gel-coated products that can be easily and irreparably damaged, CORIAN is solid and non-porous, so most stains wipe off with a damp cloth.

More stubborn stains, even cigarette burns, rub off with household cleanser. Accidental cuts and scratches can be repaired with fine sandpaper. All of this with no permanent damage to the beauty of CORIAN.

Send for more information on CORIAN.


*CORIAN is a registered Du Pont trademark for its building products. Only Du Pont makes CORIAN.

CORIAN pictured here in Almond, one of three colors complementary to any decor.
it with other materials—look with Corian.

Easy-clean CORIAN was shaped and combined with wood to form this beautiful, durable bar in Toronto, Canada. Robert N. Leeouw, designer.

Ability to cut, drill and shape CORIAN, plus its non-porous, solid construction, makes it perfect for laboratories at the University College, London, C.D. (U.K.), designers and fabricators.

Corian is solid all the way through. Combine it with other materials for unique edge treatments.

CORIAN
Solid Beauty That Lasts.
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Insulated Entry Doors

Shutting the door on the elements.

Specifying the right door for multi-family residential homes can be critically important because an inappropriate combination of performance features will open the door to problems and customer dissatisfaction.

Today's needs for security, energy conservation and other features have made entry door selection especially complicated. The ideal performance characteristics for a thermal entry door system vary widely depending on the type of use, but there are basic requirements. All thermal entry doors must be easy to open and close, yet secure from unauthorized entry. All thermal entry doors must resist the passage of certain elements, whether it be heat and cold, fire, sound, wind or moisture. The following criteria form a good list of characteristics that will satisfy all key requirements for thermal entry door selection:

- All-steel construction with steel edges and effective hinge and lock reinforcement assures a high degree of security from unauthorized entry.
- A true thermal break on the door edge prevents metal-to-metal contact and inhibits the formation of condensation on the interior surface.
- Galvanized surface on both interior and exterior side prevents rust and corrosion.
- Thermal resistance of at least R-15 is needed to provide adequate thermal performance of the door.
- Manufacturing details that assure insulation will not delaminate from steel surfaces, foamed insulation has no voids, steel surfaces are fully protected from rust and corrosion, etc. are needed to provide durability.
- At least a five-year warranty on door is necessary.
- Manufacturer must have capability to modify door system for custom needs, such as pre-hung doors, sidelights, style, size, colors of paint, 20 or 18-ga. steel, etc.
- Doors should have weather-stripping details to seal around door opening without making door difficult to close.
- Door should have an adjustable threshold that insures an effective seal, yet adjusts to accommodate future settling.
- A sound rating of at least 26 STC is needed where sound control is desirable.
- Entry system has passed requirements (federal, ASTM and local) for structural, mechanical and air and water infiltration.
- Door must be 1½-hr. "B" fire-rated.
- Door must have FHA and HUD approval.

CASTLEGATE® Thermal Entry Systems are the only door systems that meet all the criteria listed above. The doors are constructed of 24-ga. galvanized steel on both sides of a high-den-

The following quality-control features help assure that quality is high enough to justify the 5-year warranty offered: a computer-controlled production line, an electrostatic paint process that produces a 3-mil thick finish, an insulation foaming process that eliminates voids, and internal testing procedures.

Besides the security features of 24-ga. steel surfaces, all-steel edges, reinforced hinges and lock-reinforcing details, these doors also have 20-ga. and 18-ga. skin options for even greater security. CASTLEGATE Steel Security Frames are also available for special security needs.

CASTLEGATE Entry Systems have an extensive product mix. Wood or steel frames, prefinished or prime-painted doors, twelve hinge variations, three lock-preparation variations, two weatherstripping variations, glazed or unglazed options, embossed or raised profiles, traditional or contemporary designs, texturbed stainable steel designs and seven prefinished paint colors are available. Also, the doors can be modified for custom needs or to fit unusual size requirements.

For an explanation of the tests CASTLEGATE Thermal Entry Systems have passed and the requirements the systems have met, along with descriptive literature, write: Dept. 122, Castlegate Division, USG Industries, Inc., 101 South Wacker Drive, Chicago, IL 60606-4385.

© 1985 USG Industries, Inc.
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A SUCCESS STORY: THE JB GLASS RAILING SYSTEM

In a short period of time, the JB glass railing system has become a favorite for architects, engineers and industry professionals alike. Why? Because when it comes to design integrity, efficiency, specification ease and simplicity of assembly, the choice is perfectly clear.

Designed for use with 1/2" tempered glass as structural baluster, the system is available in aluminum, bronze and stainless steel. Complete engineering data is available to allow individual designs to meet applicable codes and safety requirements. For complete details on all our stock components, call or write for your free copy of our new bulletin No. 998-E.
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DARE TO BE DIFFERENT

Let your ideas take shape with granite from Cold Spring. We take you beyond traditional applications in dimensional stone and meet your demands for bold, new concepts in design.

Here at the Wyndham Hotel in Dallas, Texas, we fabricated our granite to meet the requirements of a curvilinear design to help create the flowing, upward movement which recalls the feeling of organic form. At Cold Spring, we're meeting your new requirements for innovative designs by combining technology and

Wyndham Hotel
Dallas, Texas
Owner: Trammell Crow
Architect: Dahl/Braden & Chapman, Inc.
Granite: Indian Sunset

DIMENSIONAL STONE FROM COLD
experience with the skills of over 1300 professionals. When you need to take your designs beyond the ordinary, put our experience to work. We provide solutions to your creative designs.

For additional information or technical assistance, call toll free: 1-800-328-7038. In Minnesota, call: 612-685-3621.
WHAT YOUR MIND CAN CONCEIVE, OUR HANDS CAN CREATE.

Marvin Round Top windows are available in more sizes and shapes than any other arched windows.

If you want a casement window with a Round Top, we'll build you one.

If you want an 18-foot high Round Top with true divided lites, we'll build you one of those.

Or, if you want an Oval Round Top six-feet wide, we'll build that for you, too.

EVEN WE DON'T KNOW HOW MANY KINDS OF ROUND TOP WINDOWS WE OFFER. That's because our Round Top windows are made to order. And virtually every day, somebody asks us to build one in a new size or shape.

In fact, if we can't build the window you have in mind, it probably can't be built.

NO MATTER HOW DIFFERENT THEY APPEAR, OUR WINDOWS ARE ALL MADE THE SAME WAY.

Carefully. With much of the work done by hand.

Designs, such as Gothic true divided lites or a hub with spokes, are hand fitted to ensure proper fit.
And matched pieces of Ponderosa pine are meticulously fitted together to form a sturdy arch that will accept a beautiful stain-and-varnish or paint finish. A polycron exterior finish is also available. (This finish has been proven to last at least as long as aluminum or vinyl cladding.)

THEY'LL STILL SEEM BEAUTIFUL AFTER THE HEATING BILL ARRIVES.

They're available with either half-inch or one-inch insulated glass. We offer triple glazing for increased energy conservation. Storm sash are also available.

For more information, send us the coupon, or call 1-800-346-5128 toll-free.
In Minnesota, 1-800-552-1167.

Send to: Marvin Windows
Warroad, MN 56763

Name
Company
Address
City
State Zip
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Let VIP Finish the Job

Finished architectural concrete seldom conforms to aesthetic demands. Cold joints, color batch differentials and patches, as well as other problems, can leave the surface of a new building looking spotted and imperfect. That was the problem with the Douglas Centre Building in Coral Gables, Florida when construction was finished in 1975.

VIP finished the building by applying one coat of Ombrella® 9300 Semi-Opaque Water Repellent Coating to all concrete surfaces.

The result led the architectural firm of Nichols, Fullerton, Py, Vavra to write, “The VIP Ombrella Tinted exceeded our expectations in terms of making the poured concrete portions of the building appear uniform in color, while retaining the architectural flavor of the poured rope-form concrete which we desired.”

Today, the Douglas Centre Building looks as good as it did then.

Whether aesthetics are paramount or a complete system of waterproofing is required, let VIP meet your demands. We’ve guaranteed protection and appearance for over twenty-five years.

Flexible Solutions to Concrete Problems,™

VIP Enterprises, Inc.
Dept. AR-485
9690 NW 41st Street, Suite 1
Miami, Florida 33178/(305) 592-6045/Telex #522261
National WATS (800) 327-7479/Florida WATS (800) 432-4616

©1984 VIP
We started the prismatic glass "fad" back in 1898. As the heart of commercial/industrial lighting, our glass has always been what others styled theirs after. But, as you know, there is really no substitute for the original. Available in 9 styles in sizes from 7" to 25½" in diameter. Polished or antique brass, copper, chrome and painted finishes. Contact your local Holophane representative or call Jodi Swanson, (303) 978-2451, for ordering and product information. Holophane Division, Manville, P.O. Box 5108, Denver, Colorado 80217.
The first bath luxurious for one, spacious for two. No spout, making bathing much more pleasant and safe. The Infinity Bath™ Whirlpool has central controls, easy to reach from either end. In 17 fantastic colors and five or six foot lengths. For more details see the Yellow Pages, or send $2 to Kohler Co., Dept. RA4, Kohler, Wisconsin 53044.

C 1985 Copyright Kohler Co.
with Laticrete® Panel Systems

Specifying a panel system that is efficient, field proven, and economical can result in a building that is visually exciting as well as functionally efficient. At Laticrete, we've built these key design features into our panel system:

- thin lightweight construction
- quick quality controlled fabrication and installation
- variety of form and surfacing materials
- independent laboratory tested — wind load proven
- in shop or on-site fabrication

Build your reputation by building on our reputation... specify The Laticrete® Panel Systems.

Call for technical and architectural service

(800)243-4788

LATICRETE INTERNATIONAL, INC.
1 LATICRETE PARK NORTH, BETHANY, CT 06525-3498 U.S.A.
Tel.: (203) 393-0010, TELEX: 96-3541, TOLL FREE: (800) 243-4788

© 1985 LATICRETE INTERNATIONAL, INC.
THE FOUR SEASONS™ GLASS ROOM
Spacious - Bright - Enjoyable

Capture the great Outdoors - Indoors — with a Four Seasons™ Glass Room Enclosure. This unique room will add space, beautiful views and brighten your day. It is elegantly designed to complement the finest residence or place of business. Look at the exclusive features that only the industry leader — Four Seasons — can provide:

POW-R-VENT™ (COOLING SYSTEM). This unique, patented cooling system from FOUR SEASONS™ quietly and efficiently removes heat build-up on the roof glazing (ridge area). Operates automatically and efficiently, with or without your air conditioning system, to remove heat trapped at the ridge (heat rises) thereby keeping the room cool. (U.S. patents 4438860, 2709460, 4318405).

POW-R-TRAK™ (SHADING SYSTEM). — This creative built-in shading system utilizes Window Quilt™ insulating shades. Convenient motor operation provides privacy, night-time insulation (and a secure feeling) and summer sun control — all in one — PLUS unlimited decorating versatility.

LEVOLOR® MINI-BLINDS — NEW! A joint effort, teaming Levolor and Four Seasons brings this totally new CURV-ALONG™ series of Mini-Blinds that actually follows the contours of the curved glass and allows it to both raise/lower and tilt. A truly beautiful and economical Mini-Blind in decorator colors.

*Heat Mirror is a trademark of The Showball Corporation.

TOTAL COMFORT GLAZING™ from FOUR SEASONS™ means no more overheating in the summer, no more fading of your upholstery fabrics from ultra violet exposure and no more glare. Total Comfort Glazing™ insulates better than triple glazing with interior glass that is 11 degrees warmer in winter and cooler in summer. TOTAL COMFORT GLAZING™ features HEAT MIRROR™ 44.*

OPPORTUNITIES IN REMODELING

Franchise Opportunity!!!
For a total investment of $45,000 to $90,000 you can own your own Franchised Four Seasons Design & Remodeling Center. For further information write our Franchise Development Dept., 12860 Hillcrest, Dallas, Texas 75230. Or call (214) 392-3611.

Call TOLL FREE 1-800-645-9527 for Free Color Catalog with location of nearest Remodeling Center
Franchise Locations Available

As featured on "THIS OLD HOUSE" on PBS-TV
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For the Natural Weathered Look...

Maushop Village, New Seabury, Cape Cod, MA; Architect: Claude Miquet Associates, Melrose, MA. Cabot's Bleaching Oil on shingles.

Cabot's Bleaching Oil

This fine product is a favorite of architects, builders, and homeowners. When applied to untreated wood, Cabot's Bleaching Oil actually bleaches the wood, imparting a delicate gray tone that weathers in a few months to a natural driftwood gray. This effect, heretofore found only in seacoast areas after years of exposure to salt air, is now attainable anywhere in the country. Cabot's Bleaching Oil, a refined and clarified oil with bleaching ingredient, is suitable for all exterior wood: shingles, siding, and clapboards.

For further information on Cabot's Bleaching Oil, write:

Samuel Cabot Inc.
East Coast: One Union St., Dept. 529, Boston, MA 02108
West Coast: 23284 Eichler St., Dept. 529, Hayward, CA 94545
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Soften the hard realities of sunlight.
Introducing Tech Shade by Levolor.

Tech Shades not only provide your interiors with a soft, decorative look, they also allow for an uninterrupted view of the exterior. These woven see-thru shades, available in a choice of densities, accommodate variations in exposure to sunlight. A unique design is employed to assure visual continuity when different densities are used on different sides of the building. And solar shading and glare control capabilities are virtually unmatched. The durable all-Celcon, color-matched operating mechanism is designed for quiet performance. Control tension is adjustable. Tech Shades are offered in an attractive color range. Custom colors and weaves are available on special order. For a product catalogue, write Tech Shade, Architectural Resource Group, Levolor Lorentzen, Inc., 1280 Wall Street West, Lyndhurst, NJ 07071. In Canada, 55 Futland Road, Toronto, Ontario M8Z2G6.

© 1984 Levolor Lorentzen, Inc.
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The Society for Marketing Professional Services has set a deadline of May 3rd for entry in its 12 categories of awards, which include company brochures, newsletters, and advertising. Judging is based on creativity and marketing results. For more information, contact Deborah Molyneux, SMPS, 801 North Fairfax Street, Alexandria, Va. 22314 (703/548-6117).

Want to know how to deal with asbestos?

In line with its recent tougher guidelines on asbestos, the EPA has inaugurated its first training center for architects and other building professionals at the Georgia Institute of Technology in Atlanta. The center is dedicated to providing first-hand knowledge of how to deal with this carcinogenic material. The EPA says it expects to open additional centers in early summer in Boston, to be run by Tufts University, and in Kansas City, to be operated by the University of Kansas. The EPA provided $125,000 to Georgia Tech to run its center.

On opening day, the Asbestos Information Center presented an awareness seminar aimed at general audiences, focusing on how to identify asbestos materials, how they affect human health, and available alternatives. Normally, the center offers three-day conferences for professionals having to decide how to reduce the effects of asbestos, and five-day courses for operators who do the actual work, including hands-on experience in a mock-up environment that emphasizes proper control techniques. Careless asbestos abatement can be more dangerous to health than leaving the material in place, EPA says.

More generalized courses will be offered to parents, school officials, teachers, building owners, etc.

EPA's assistant administrator for pesticides and toxic substances, John A. Moore, called the center "an important expansion of our national asbestos technical assistance program." Each of EPA's ten regional centers has had an asbestos coordinator since 1979. The new center "will bring an added dimension of formal training to the program," Moore added. Peter Hoffmann, World News, Washington, D.C.

The annual meeting of the American Consulting Engineers Council is set for May 6th through May 9th in Boston. Convention seminars are geared to various-sized firms in four categories from large to single person—and will cover profitability, practice, liability, human resources, compensation, and such special topics as fee bidding versus qualifications in engineer selection, productivity versus pitfalls in computer software, the council's new peer review process, bringing along new principals to run the firm in the future, foreign competition, and evaluating firms for potential purchase or merger. The keynote speaker will be TV science editor Jules Bergman. For more information, contact Connie Newman, ACEC, 1015 Fifteenth Street N.W., Washington, D.C. 20005 (202/947-7474).

Smoke movement prediction made easy

Scientists at the Center for Fire Research at the National Bureau of Standards have completed a "draft" version of a new practical computer model that will predict the spread of fire, smoke, and toxic gases, and that promises to be faster than previous programs.

To point out the importance of this development, NBS reports that 80 to 90 per cent of fire deaths are due to smoke and gas rather than flames or heat. Until now, computer models of fire phenomena have been used almost exclusively in research. But the new program called FAST, a somewhat strained acronym derived from the title, "A Model for the Transport of Fire, Smoke and Toxic Gases," is intended for specific applications by building and product designers, fire safety experts, and state and local regulatory officials.

"The model incorporates the same chemistry and physics as other models do, but it is considerably faster and more "robust,"" according to Dr. Walter Jones, a scientist at the center.

"It can calculate for which some previous programs would run and run and not come up with an answer."

FAST is written in ANSI Fortran, and so far it runs on mainframe and minicomputers. But researchers are trying to modify it for microcomputers. Claims Jones: "Anyone who is moderately knowledgeable about computer modeling can use FAST." Jones says initially it will probably be used by those large fire-protection, engineering, and architectural firms that now use modeling to solve potential fire spread problems. But he expects its use to be picked up by other types of professionals as well.

The FAST model predicts, for example:

- How smoke builds up in a room;
- How it moves from one room to another through corridors, elevators and ventilation shafts;
- How long it will take, as well as what concentration levels it will produce.

Future versions are expected to predict fire and smoke movement in high-rise buildings, and they will also take into account the effects of forced ventilation.

Computer testing is fairly cheap, often costing less than $100. A full-scale burn under lab conditions can cost $20,000, takes a lot of time, and tests only one specific situation. A computer model, says NBS, can simulate the effects of different room sizes and shapes and of other variables. Peter Hoffmann, World News, Washington, D.C.
Introducing the densest carpet
Karastan has woven over 119,000 tufts of yarn into each square yard of this extraordinarily dense new High Spec Series. The yarns used, DuPont ANTRON and ANTRON XL nylon, add static-control and soil-resistance to these outstandingly durable styles.

The rich, understated, coordinated colorings and tailored small scale designs work alone or with each other.

To put it more succinctly, never before has so much style been packed into so little space.

Karastan Rug Mills, a Division of Fieldcrest Mills, Inc.
Glass Distinction

Naturallite Skylights Make Atrium Concepts Work Beautifully.

The handsome Bent Tree Green office condominiums in north Dallas capitalize beautifully upon the atrium concept through use of structural ridge skylights by Naturallite.

The Naturallite engineered glass skylight system encloses two identical areas measuring 50' x 71'. Glazing consists of ½" heat strengthened reflective laminated glass with an .060 poly vinyl inter-layer. The finish of the aluminum structural ridge is dark bronze anodized.


Whatever your design calls for, Naturallite can execute it beautifully in acrylic, glass or polycarbonates. And, we are equipped to install larger custom and monumental applications almost anywhere.

See Sweets insert 7.86/Na or contact the factory. Naturalite, America's largest skylight company. Your single source for skylights.

NATURALITE, INC.

3233 West Kingsley Road, Garland, Texas 75040
For Information call: John Rowan
(Toll Free) 1-800-527-4019

Circle 33 on inquiry card
Summary of Building Construction Costs

![Map showing building construction costs by districts.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Districts</th>
<th>Number of Areas</th>
<th>1977</th>
<th>1984</th>
<th>1983</th>
<th>1984</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Eastern U.S.</td>
<td>10/84</td>
<td>1/85</td>
<td>1/85</td>
<td>1/85</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Metro NY-NJ</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>1.79</td>
<td>5.70</td>
<td>1670.08</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New England States</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>0.84</td>
<td>3.75</td>
<td>1612.57</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Northeast and</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>0.56</td>
<td>2.65</td>
<td>1622.39</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>North Central States</td>
<td>106</td>
<td>-0.11</td>
<td>3.31</td>
<td>1676.34</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Southeastern States</td>
<td>277</td>
<td>0.42</td>
<td>3.23</td>
<td>1644.96</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average Eastern U.S.</td>
<td>502</td>
<td>0.28</td>
<td>2.65</td>
<td>1657.15</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Western U.S.          |                  |      |      |      |      |
| Mississippi River and | 122             | 0.20 | 2.22 | 1631.92 |
| West Central States   | 106             | 0.01 | 1.62 | 1718.02 |
| Pacific Coast and     | 228             | 0.11 | 1.94 | 1671.95 |
| Rocky Mountain States |                  |      |      |      |      |
| United States Average | 505             | 0.28 | 2.65 | 1657.15 |

*Using only cities with base year of 1977

Costs:
Yes, stability continues to be stable, but watch out for labor

If no news is good news, then little to report on construction price fluctuations certainly cannot be bad. This fourth quarter 1984 report completes a full year of fairly stable costs. While, over-all, costs in the fourth quarter rose by a modest amount, six cities—Atlanta, Birmingham, Dallas, Miami, San Francisco, and Seattle—showed a decline, the first three cities repeating a similar performance between the first and second quarters.

On a regional basis, only the Eastern U.S. showed increases above one per cent. New York showed the biggest, followed by Boston, Philadelphia, and Pittsburgh. Over-all, labor and material costs for the construction industry rose an average of only 2.65 per cent during the entire year.

Material costs in the fourth quarter of the year moved very little, with plywood recording the largest increase in the period—2.3 per cent. It was followed by concrete block, up 1.8 per cent, and concrete, up 1.2 per cent. The slight lowering of mortgage and interest rates provided a small growth in housing starts that was enough to increase demand and cause the minor increases of price in basic building materials.

Labor rates continued to feel the current pressure of a mixed construction economy—the growth of non-union activity assisting in keeping, at least for the present, labor rate increases minimal. With most contracts up for renewal in the spring and early summer of 1985, however, it can be anticipated that construction labor rates will increase slightly more than in 1984—especially if the industry continues to expect a growing construction economy.

Cost Information Systems McGraw-Hill Information Systems Company studies are conducted quarterly by direct contact with union and non-union sources, direct material suppliers, construction labor consultants, and both general and specialty contractors in each city.

Cost Information Systems McGraw-Hill Information Systems Company

--

Historical Building Costs Indexes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bethlehem-Penn.</td>
<td>118.1</td>
<td>120.6</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Buffalo</td>
<td>120.4</td>
<td>122.8</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Boston</td>
<td>122.8</td>
<td>125.0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chicago</td>
<td>123.3</td>
<td>125.5</td>
<td>127.8</td>
<td>129.5</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cincinnati</td>
<td>123.3</td>
<td>125.5</td>
<td>127.8</td>
<td>129.5</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cleveland</td>
<td>123.3</td>
<td>125.5</td>
<td>127.8</td>
<td>129.5</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dallas</td>
<td>123.3</td>
<td>125.5</td>
<td>127.8</td>
<td>129.5</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Denver</td>
<td>123.3</td>
<td>125.5</td>
<td>127.8</td>
<td>129.5</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Detroit</td>
<td>123.3</td>
<td>125.5</td>
<td>127.8</td>
<td>129.5</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Average of all Nonresidential Building Types, 21 Cities

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Atlanta</td>
<td>106.4</td>
<td>109.3</td>
<td>112.2</td>
<td>115.1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baltimore</td>
<td>108.4</td>
<td>111.2</td>
<td>114.1</td>
<td>117.1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Boston</td>
<td>109.6</td>
<td>112.7</td>
<td>115.6</td>
<td>118.7</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chicago</td>
<td>110.8</td>
<td>113.7</td>
<td>116.6</td>
<td>119.7</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cincinnati</td>
<td>111.8</td>
<td>114.7</td>
<td>117.6</td>
<td>120.7</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cleveland</td>
<td>112.8</td>
<td>115.7</td>
<td>118.6</td>
<td>121.7</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dallas</td>
<td>113.8</td>
<td>116.7</td>
<td>119.6</td>
<td>122.7</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Denver</td>
<td>114.8</td>
<td>117.7</td>
<td>120.6</td>
<td>123.7</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Detroit</td>
<td>115.8</td>
<td>118.8</td>
<td>121.7</td>
<td>124.8</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kansas City</td>
<td>116.8</td>
<td>119.7</td>
<td>122.6</td>
<td>125.7</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Los Angeles</td>
<td>117.8</td>
<td>120.7</td>
<td>123.6</td>
<td>126.7</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minneapolis</td>
<td>118.8</td>
<td>121.7</td>
<td>124.6</td>
<td>127.7</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New Orleans</td>
<td>119.8</td>
<td>122.7</td>
<td>125.6</td>
<td>128.7</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New York</td>
<td>120.8</td>
<td>123.7</td>
<td>126.6</td>
<td>129.7</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Philadelphia</td>
<td>121.8</td>
<td>124.7</td>
<td>127.6</td>
<td>130.7</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pittsburgh</td>
<td>122.8</td>
<td>125.7</td>
<td>128.6</td>
<td>131.7</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>St. Louis</td>
<td>123.8</td>
<td>126.7</td>
<td>129.6</td>
<td>132.7</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>San Francisco</td>
<td>124.8</td>
<td>127.7</td>
<td>130.6</td>
<td>133.7</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Seattle</td>
<td>125.8</td>
<td>128.7</td>
<td>131.6</td>
<td>134.7</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1977 average for each city = 100

Costs in a given city for a certain period may be compared with costs in another period by dividing one index by the other. If the index for a city for one period (X) divided by the index for a second period (100) equals 100, the costs in the one period are 100% higher than the costs in the other. Also, second period costs are 10% of those in the first period (100 divided by 90 = 77.7%) or they are 20% lower in the second period.
Knoll introduces The Hannah Desk System. It puts wires where they belong: out of the way.
Basic to the design of all Hannah Desk components are both vertical and horizontal wireways, with removable covers, providing virtually unlimited space for every kind of wiring and cable, and easy access for installation and maintenance.

Because the Hannah Desk System is completely modular, it can be configured to properly support any computer terminal and its peripheral equipment—to meet any user's needs. Freestanding desks, credenzas and linked system configurations can all be created simply, with little down time.

The Hannah Desk is the modular desk system that, at last, demonstrates that aesthetics and automation can coexist harmoniously in the office. And it is as accommodating to the people who use it as it is to the computers they use.

Knoll International, The Knoll Building
655 Madison Avenue, New York, NY 10021
This is why our been looking a little
competitors have gone pale lately.

There's an art to making tiles rich and colorful like Images. And not everybody can do it. So it's no wonder our competitors look a little green around the edges when they see tile colors like Coral Frost, or Peacock, or Topaz, or Blueberry.

The point being, we're not only the best source for all kinds of pavers and tiles for floors (commercial and residential), but nobody does walls like Mid-State, either.

Gorgeous, glossy, brilliant walls that absolutely dazzle. (And our gentle pastels are pretty, too.)

Images.
Glazed wall tiles in great colors.

Mid-State Tile Company, Box 1777, Lexington, NC 27292.
What a wood door would be... if it could be.

It won't warp or split, or we'll replace it free.

This isn't wood. It's the Therma-Tru® Fiber-Classic® entry door. It may well be the first really big improvement in door technology since Mother Nature planted her first tree.

The Fiber-Classic has a glass fiber reinforced surface and a polyurethane core that insulates three times more effectively than wood. Unlike wood doors, the Fiber-Classic won't warp or split... or we'll replace it free for up to 5 years.* You can even plane it, trim it, stain it and paint it.

There are many Fiber-Classic door styles. Each is part of a complete Therma-Tru frame and sill system. When you install it right, it stays right. The age-old problem of callbacks is over.

Ask your Therma-Tru door supplier about the Fiber-Classic door. It's what a wood door would be... if it could be.

Contact us for details on the Fiber-Classic and the full line of Therma-Tru insulated steel entry doors. Write Therma-Tru Corporation, P.O. Box 7404, Toledo, OH 43615. Or call (419) 537-1931.

THERMA TRU
Making doors that last, made us first.

(Look again. It's not wood!)

*Warranty details available from Therma-Tru, our distributors and dealers.
©1984, Therma-Tru Corp.
Fiber-Classic® and Therma-Tru® are registered trademarks of Therma-Tru Corp.
Mobil System
Design: Heinz Wirth, 1971
Installation: Pershing Park, Wash, DC
Architect: M. Paul Friedberg & Partners
Selected for its functional design
and uncompromising attention to quality.
From the Kroin Series
of Park and Garden Furniture.
Produced from synthetic coated steel.

Kroin Architectural Complements
14 Story Street
Cambridge, Massachusetts 02138
Telephone 617 492-1000
Telex 951650

Represented by:
Boston, Denver, Detroit, Los Angeles,
Miami, New York City, Philadelphia,
San Francisco, Seattle, Washington DC
Circle 6 on information card.
We're condo doors
apartment doors
townhouse doors
garage doors
and a whole lot more!

When it comes to multiple housing projects, you need entry doors with multiple advantages. And when you multiply door installations, you'll want to multiply value, too! That's why you should take a good look at Stanley Door Systems.

With a complete system of Stanley doors for multi-family service, you get uniformly dependable performance, meeting and exceeding the most stringent water resistance and air leakage standards. Stanley also supplies fire-rated doors with steel frames for most types of construction.

And Stanley entry doors offer such multiple advantages as engineering excellence and built-in quality, promising many years of trouble-free service. That means fewer complaints from residents — and the virtual elimination of call-backs for you.

You get multiple value with Stanley entry doors, too. They're competitively priced to fit any budget and come in styles to fit all architectural needs. And they combine the beauty and security that residents expect and demand.

If garage doors are part of your plans, Stanley scores again. Stanley garage doors have the Steel Advantage™. They'll add lasting beauty and value to any project.

Whatever your entry door requirements in multiple housing, look to Stanley — the name known and respected world over for quality building products.

Send for our new Architectural Specifications Kit.

STANLEY® helps you do things right.

Circle 36 on inquiry card
Affordable again! Water-resistant cement backing for ceramic tile!

Now, USG Industries brings back the "good old days" when you could OVERbuild without concern for cost. DUROCK™ backer boards are cast portland cement reinforced with fiber glass for superb water-resistance. Easy installation means lower in-place costs. Bonus: fire and sound-control rated systems. • Available from ceramic tile distributors. Or write us at 101 S. Wacker Dr., Chicago, IL 60606-4385, Dept. # AR 4/85

Available in Canada from Canadian Gypsum Company, Ltd.

Durabond Division

USG Industries, Inc.

© 1985 USG Industries, Inc.

Circle 37 on inquiry card
BREAKTHROUGH.
PEACHTREE has reinvented the double hung window. Inside and out. For the first time, an insulated window has the authentic look of a wood divided lites window. Gone are the ugly snap-in grilles. Unlike any other window, the entire one-piece wood liner is removable. This breakthrough feature makes the Peaehtrre window easier to clean, stain or paint. You can't paint it shut. Twin seal insulated glass is standard on all Peaehtrre windows. Low E glass is available. Peaehtrre's Ariel exterior comes in Driftwood, Colonial White and Nature Brown enamel finishes. Call or write for details.

PEACHTREE, THE INNOVATIVE LINE OF INSULATED WINDOWS AND DOORS.

Circle 38 on inquiry card
Solar Deck skylight canopies from Mapes
Custom-built appearance, "uncustom" cost and delivery.

An attractive idea like this all too often dies on the drawing board for lack of money or time. Our "complete package" canopies overcome both problems. You get the look of custom or far less than custom cost, and our road range of standard sizes will fit our project.*

You also avoid the wait of custom construction. Our stock units are shipped in two to eight weeks, and we'll give you a price quotation the day you call us.

Solar Deck canopy frames are fabricated of heavy-duty extruded aluminum in clear, bronze or black anodized finishes. Acrylic skylights are available in a wide variety of colors.

Solar Deck canopies are remarkably easy to install. They're virtually leak-free and require very little maintenance.

Glass and specialty dealers across North America distribute Solar Deck skylight canopies. Design assistance and detailed product information is available via Mapes toll-free number: 800-228-2391.

Call us for ideas you can build on.

*We'll also be happy to quote nonstandard sizes as well.

Harsh Michigan winters demonstrate the practicality of Solar Deck canopies and quarter round vault marquees.

Solar Deck as a covered walkway or connecting device provides a functional design addition to a variety of projects.

Solar Deck as a dramatic entrance cover or portico for new construction or renovation.

Circle 39 on inquiry card
South Carolina Softedge: Sand, sea and shingles.

The problem: How to design condominiums without creating an oceanfront barrier for neighboring inland villagers.

The solution: Stepped clusters stacked in multi-levels to minimize interruption of the view corridors.

"Cedar shingles eliminated the need for border elements and an undesired 'crisp' look. Also cedar blends and weatheres nicely in its natural state."

—Donald Sandy

For our color brochure "27 New Commercial Ideas in Cedar (and a few old ones)," write Suite 275, 515-116th Ave. N.E., Bellevue, WA 98004. (In Canada: Suite 1500, 1055 West Hastings St., Vancouver, B.C. V6E 2H1.)

These labels on red cedar shingle and shake bundles are your guarantee of Bureau-graded quality. Insist on them!

Handmade adze with cedar handle used by the Suquamish Indians to carve canoes. Cedar. To touch the earth.

Red Cedar Shingle & Handsplit Shake Bureau
Introducing the Arista, a distinctive new whirlpool bath two can enjoy, with luxurious standard features no other can match. No one else offers our exclusive Water Rainbow™ fill spout with shower diverter. No one else offers the convenience of our unique Magic Touch™ on/off and water level switch. And no other manufacturer offers the patented whirlpool jets that have made our baths everyone's first choice.

Like all our baths, the Arista arrives completely pre-plumbed, pre-tested, ready for easy installation. And the quality of The Arista is backed by Jacuzzi Whirlpool Bath—a name consumers know, trust, and overwhelmingly prefer.

Finally, when you choose the Arista, a lot of support comes with it—such as:
- National advertising through quality magazines.
- Display and model home programs to showcase our "extras."
- Company trained service agents you can rely on.

The Arista. A whirlpool bath that offers far more than any you've seen, at a price that's less than you'd imagine.

The Real One. The Only One.

Jacuzzi
WHIRLPOOL BATH

For literature, call toll free: (800) 227-0710. In California (800) 227-0991. For all other inquiries, call (415) 938-7070. Or write: P.O. Drawer J, Walnut Creek, CA 94596.

See the Arista at Booth #4612 at the NAHB Show, Astrodome, Houston.

Circle 41 on inquiry card
These drawings by Richard DeSpain are copyrighted by the artist and may not be reproduced for any reason without written permission from the artist.
What better way to present a proposal for a new building design than to show it with precision detail in its intended environment! The Rapidograph® technical pen can help you create such renderings, translating good ideas into the best visuals possible. Whatever the project—a mid-town highrise, a restoration, conversion of an old house into a nursing home or community center—the precision of Rapidograph® renderings puts it into its best perspective.

Rapidograph® ink drawings can be loosely constructed, or developed with enough detail to enlarge portions of the original for close study, as the tower and the corniced window, above, are lifted out of the drawing of the old house.

Tubular nib (available in 13 line widths) allows the Rapidograph® pen to glide in any direction over drawing surfaces with the ease of a pencil. Just the weight of the pen itself and the hold to keep the pen erect are sufficient to provide a consistent ink laydown. The designer, drafter or artist has only to guide the pen with an easy, non-fatiguing hold. The patented DRY DOUBLE-SEAL™ cap keeps ink throughout the balanced ink-flow system ready for instant startup, contributing to optimum drawing time. Refillable ink cartridge also helps keep productivity high.

You might now be using Rapidograph® precision for clean, crisp floor plans and elevations; so let exciting Rapidograph® renderings present your design proposals in their best possible light. Look for the Koh-I-Noor Rapidograph® on the pen to be sure of the dependability and ease of performance that make the Rapidograph® pen the most widely used technical pen in the United States and Canada.

“Get-acquainted” packaging (Product No. 3165-BX) offers a special saving with pen/ink combination. Ask your dealer, or send the coupon for details about Rapidograph® pens, pen sets and the largest selection of drawing inks available from one source.

Koh-I-Noor Rapidograph, Inc., Bloomsbury, NJ 08804 (201) 479-4124
In Canada: 1815 Meyerside Dr., Mississauga, Ont. L5T 1G3 (416) 671-0696

Please send me complimentary Koh-I-Noor Catalog A, describing Koh-I-Noor Rapidograph technical pens, point sizes, Koh-I-Noor and Pelikan inks and other materials.

C I would like the names of Koh-I-Noor dealers in my area.

NAME ____________________________ (please print or type)
COMPANY ____________________________
ADDRESS ____________________________
CITY ___________________ STATE ______ ZIP ______

Koh-I-Noor Rapidograph, Inc.
100 North St., Bloomsbury, NJ 08804
In Canada: 1815 Meyerside Dr., Mississauga, Ont. L5T 1G3

Circle 42 on inquiry card
Ultimately

Dornbracht

Water has never flowed more beautifully

When you require truly superior quality and unique European design solutions, Dornbracht is the answer. A perfect example, Bel Air, a sculpture of timeless beauty, shown above in high-fashion white enamel with 24K gold plated rings. A glance tells you why Dornbracht is Europe's first choice in exceptional decorative plumbing fixtures.

Dornbracht combines unequaled West German technology with a flair for style innovation. The result is a series of collections for bath and kitchen that are in a class by themselves: classic, contemporary and very modern designs in finishes of polished brass, polished chrome, dull or silver nickel or even white enamel.

Ultimately, when only the best is good enough, Dornbracht is the choice. Your clients will know the difference. For complete information, write or call Santile, exclusive importers of Dornbracht to the U.S.

Santile
International Corporation

1201 West Loop North, Suite 170, Houston, Texas 77055 • 713/688-1862
© 1984 Santile International Corporation
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The Signature Custom Leisure Pavilion is an aluminum and stainless steel building glazed with clear and/or translucent single or double-wall panels, and with a motorized opening roof system. It can add a whole new dimension to your life.

A WORLD APART. BUT NOT A WORLD AWAY.

For your most discriminating clients—a sheltered, private world of lush plantings, shimmering water, warmed by sunlight, cooled by the romantic glow of moonlight. The perfect way to swim, exercise, or host a poolside party, even on chilly nights.

With a Signature Custom Leisure Pavilion a pool becomes a place to relax, unwind, refresh the spirit. Any season of the year.

For a full color Portfolio of Signature Pavilions and the distributor nearest you write or call: Signature, P.O. Box 100, Wheeling, IL 60090. Telephone 1-312-634-9355.

Solar Structures products are available only through authorized, independent distributors. Your inquiry will be forwarded to the distributor in your area.

Solar Structures is a division of IBG International, specialists in glazed structural systems since 1914.
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Architects: Marshall & Brown, A.I.A., Kansas City, MO.
Kawneer Products installed by Meyers Glass Co., Kansas City, MO.
The Long, Dry Season.

Kawneer Seamless Mullion II can make it last a lifetime.

Distinctive, long runs of glass. Dry glazing. A true, engineered, internally drained and weeped system. Top thermal performance numbers. And a concealed vent option. These are the features that can turn into a lifetime of benefits for your next building design.

Kawneer Seamless Mullion II gives a design much more than aesthetics. Dry glazing makes installation quicker, easier, with no unsightly tape bulges. And the best thermal performance anywhere is proved by a "U" value of .60 and CRF of 58.

For additional information about Kawneer Seamless Mullion II and long-running performance, write: Kawneer Company, Inc., Technology Park-Atlanta, Dept. C, 555 Guthridge Court, Norcross, Georgia 30092.

Kawneer
The designer's element.
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The Archives Collection—a faithfully executed re-creation of fabrics and carpets originally designed by the architects of the Wiener Werkstätte.

Fabric, rug and chair by Josef Hoffmann.

305 E. 63rd Street, New York, New York 10021 212/750-0900
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NEW!
ONE-GALLON FLUSH
TOILET

It installs in the conventional manner to conventional plumbing systems—it is priced right for new construction or replacement use.

The Ultra-One/G, a new water closet from Eljer, uses only one gallon of water per flush—that's 71% less than the 3 1/2 gallons per flush mandated by most conservation codes—and it does it without special accessory equipment or unusual installation requirements. In fact, the Ultra-One/G installs in the conventional manner to conventional plumbing systems—and timed installation trials indicate that Eljer's design installs faster than similar two-piece closets by major competitors.

It is economical, too.

The Ultra-One/G is priced about the same as any top-of-the-line two-piece toilet. This initial low cost, combined with its capability of reducing water and sewage charges, make it extremely attractive to hotel, motel, apartment and commercial building owners/investors. The Ultra-One/G offers an effective way to cut operating costs and improve the return on investments.

In areas, where water shortages and overtaxed sewage treatment facilities have slowed construction, the use of Eljer's Ultra-One/G toilets may eliminate the need for building moratoria.

At only one gallon per flush, it reduces the annual water usage for a family of four by over 26,000 gallons. Consequently, it is ideal for rural and vacation homes where its use can reduce the size requirements of septic drain fields.

For more information on the Ultra-One/G, contact Eljer, Dept. AR, Three Gateway Center, Pittsburgh, PA 15222.

ELJER ULTRA-ONE/G

ELJER
A HOUSEHOLD
INTERNATIONAL COMPANY
Those accustomed to the very best, design with Weather Shield wood windows.

WEATHER SHIELD MFG., INC.
P.O. Box 309
Medford, Wisconsin 54451
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The Leviton Home Control System consolidates control of house lighting in a single panel. Easy to design into any home, it requires no additional wiring. Once the specified house wiring is in, the system can be installed simply, inexpensively, and fast. Just change the switches and receptacles you want to control. Here's an elegant extra to augment security, at low cost.

Four-rocker command units control lighting in selected areas of the house. The bottom switch, marked "ALL", turns on every controlled light in the house at the touch of a finger. Security and lighting linked in an effective, easy-to-operate centralized system.

An optional time-based controller that also operates on existing wiring will turn selected switches on and off automatically at pre-set times. And Leviton's Interflash,™ compatible with most burglar alarm systems, can be added, and will cause all the lights in the house to flash on and off at 3-second intervals when the alarm is tripped. When the alarm stops, all the lights stay on. Interflash, too, operates without existing wiring.

Leviton's "security through lighting" concept offers greatly increased security at surprisingly low cost.

Call or write today for Leviton's free Home Control System brochure.
(212) 229-4040, Ext. 6384.

Leviton. New opportunities through technology.
A uniquely practical fiber optic undercarpet cabling system.
Available now, from AMP.

And it's for you, whether you're including it in your specs or installing it under the carpet. For the first time, you have a wide choice of fiber optic flat cable sizes. Five in all. You can cut corners at a tighter radius than ever. For both 90° and 45° turns. And you can patch in any compatible circuit. Fast.

In short, you gain all of the transmission advantages of fiber optics—and keep all of the benefits of AMP undercarpet wiring. Easy installation. Office traffic durability. The beauty of out-of-sight operation.

And the proved performance of AMP undercarpet systems.
Want to know more about the fiber optics we've got under the carpet? Just call 1-717-780-7523. Or write AMP Distributor Marketing Division, P.O. Box 3608, Harrisburg, PA 17105.

AMP Undercarpet Cabling. The way the world is going.

AMP Interconnecting ideas
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depth
perception

Republic has it—a perfect pair!

Full 8" sink depth in elegant double-bowl stainless steel is matched with Republic's 7"-deep bar sink. Both feature Republic’s exclusive, hand-crafted radiant finish and whisper-quiet sound deadening. Together they add a new dimension in convenience for fine entertaining or just plain good living. For value, quality and availability you can count on, buy Republic.

REPUBLIC
...it's forever

Republic Stainless Steel Sinks
P.O. Box 429
Paris, Illinois 61944
217-465-5361
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THE ELEGANCE OF YESTERDAY.

PEACHTREE'S Chateau. Here, for the first time, is an architecturally authentic French Door system with a unique difference, it is also an insulated door system.

Chateau doors feature two operating panels that swing in or out, luxuriously deep muntins, concealed deadbolt locks.

Matching side lites and transoms are also available.

In addition, Chateau ingeniously incorporates Peachtree's incomparable insulated panels, insulated glass and weathertight frame and threshold. Solid brass hardware, tinted or Low E glass are available options.

Call or write for details.

PEACHTREE
WINDOWS & DOORS

PEACHTREE. THE INNOVATIVE LINE OF INSULATED WINDOWS AND DOORS.
What a thermos does
for iced tea and hot coffee
Andersen’s new window will do
for a building.
Introducing Andersen® High-Performance Insulating Glass: No matter what it's like outside, it keeps you comfortable inside.

This revolutionary new double-pane insulating glass is so energy efficient it outperforms ordinary single, double, and triple-pane windows. In fact, a building with High-Performance windows can save as much energy in Phoenix as it can in Minneapolis.

Basically it works much like a thermos does. A thermos keeps cold things cold and hot things hot. High-Performance windows help keep hot air outside during warm weather, and help keep heat inside during cool weather.

That’s because unlike other insulating glass, Andersen High-Performance glass has a microscopically thin transparent coating permanently bonded to the surface, reducing the amount of radiant heat that can pass through glass. As a result, it’s 42% more efficient than regular double-pane insulating glass. That means heating and air conditioning equipment don’t have to work as hard. So your clients save money no matter where they live.

What’s more, High-Performance windows reduce the chances of drapery, carpeting and upholstery fading because they shield out 71% of the ultra-violet rays. And they never need painting. High-Performance windows are constructed with the exclusive patented vinyl called Perma-Shield, completely sheathing the window to protect it against sun, weather and moisture. So your windows will remain beautiful for years to come.

See Sweets file 8.16/An or your distributor for more information. And find out what the most revolutionary insulator since the thermos can do for your buildings.
a modular lounge seating series from the world's finest leather craftsmen, deSede of Switzerland.
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Paul associates

presents the twenty-first century
“Jetset”

Paul Associates, 155 East 55th Street, New York, NY 10022 (212) 755-1313
Paul Associates, 147 North Robertson Blvd., Los Angeles, CA 90048 (213) 271-9660
Paul Associates, Dallas Decorative Center, Space 650

Represented in
Houston: Custom Accessories  Troy, Michigan: Donghia
Seattle: James Goldman  San Francisco and Denver: Shears & Window
Chicago and Miami
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Record Houses 1985

If our cover makes you itch for the white paste and blunt-edged scissors you haven’t used since Dick and Jane were required reading, don’t be dismayed. Grab your crayons or paper dolls and join in. The kit of parts designed by architects Smith & Others is a creative plaything for adults of all ages, though it is not (as the article and photographs on pages 104-109 confirm) just make-believe or nostalgic whimsy. Smith & Others’ adaptable loft house is only one of the more engaging examples of familiar elements skillfully—and provocatively—reconsidered that we illustrate in these pages. Yet even without the prevailing interest in history and iconography, a retrospective mood would inevitably color this issue, since this is our 30th yearly collection of Record Houses.

The first Record Houses, published in 1956, divided that year’s award-winners into two categories, “Houses for Family Living” and “Adventuresome Houses with New Ideas,” a distinction that now seems rather quaint. It isn’t that we in 1985 have forsaken the homely virtues for stylistic or technical high jinks, or abandoned originality under a cloud of post-Modern malaise. On the contrary, our current sample of residential design reaffirms the perennial iconic allure of the freestanding, single-family house—and offers a few ingenious strategies for holding down the cost of what has become, for many, one of America’s less affordable dreams. The value of innovation per se is necessarily debatable. A good number of the planning schemes, structural techniques, and esthetic devices that have emerged as “new ideas” during the past 30 years can still be practical and look “modern” (see, for example, the Hoekstra house, pages 78-81); other former novelties are merely dated.

Socially, of course, these three decades have been times of enormous change, and perhaps the most adventuresome domestic architects are those who have questioned our basic assumptions about “family living” without losing sight of “home.” In its 30th installment, as in its first, Record Houses is not meant as a primer or a copybook for what is, after all, a complex, very grown-up design problem. At the same time, though, we hope Record Houses 1985 is a lively lesson in imagination, fantasy, and some of the other not-so-childish things we should never put away.

Douglas Brenner
House in Westchester County
New York
By R. M. Kliment &
Frances Halsband Architects
There is a tinge of insecurity lacing the pride in Robert Kliment's voice when he labels the house he and partner Frances Halsband designed for the shore of a tiny, exurban lake "easy to like." Which is curious only if you forget that not so long ago Kliment and Halsband would have been banished from the inner circle of "serious" architects for committing such a crowd-pleasing crime. But Kliment should relax: we've come a long way since the days when houses were considered to have merit only if they were constructed of some hopelessly complex, perhaps purely abstract, theory— and looked it. Although the notion, oddly enough, has taken some getting used to, it's now perfectly respectable for an architect to design a house that looks like a house. Just as this one—with its shingles and gables, its bay window and front porch... its instant accessibility—most certainly does. But lest cynics conclude that the gates to contemporary architectural eminence swing open to anyone with an Olde New England-style shopping list of domestic accouterments, a close look at (and behind) this Home Sweet Home facade reveals that you can still separate the men from the boys, the women from the girls, by scrutinizing the plan, the manipulation of materials, the overriding sense of order and rightness that has always distinguished the meritorious from the meretricious—regardless of what it looks or does not look like.

The house that this house looks like was determined—as such things always should—by the predilections of the people who occupy it, and by the preconditions of the place it occupies. Here in Westchester County, for example, where New York's landed gentry retreat from Gotham's grime, there is a marked preference for "traditional" domestic accommodation. And though the area's luxe housing stock is not as genuinely venerable as residents might like to think (having more than its share of ersatz Tudor and Colonial), the appearance of venerability is nonetheless maintained. Which suits the clients, a couple in the early autumn of their life (as that unfortunate seasonal metaphor would have them), like a Mercedes station wagon. And while no specific "style" was mandated, Halsband and Kliment were informed that the house should have a sense of permanence and longevity, of stability and order: "They definitely didn't want strip Modern."

If at first glance you might suspect that you've seen the 12-gable Halsband-and-Kliment assemblage before, both architects and owners would regard it as a compliment. The oh-so-familiar impression doesn't last, however, as the near-generic house model has been tampered with—made specific. There are asymmetries in the fenestration, peculiarities in the detailing, and an uncharacteristic plan that reflects the sort of program a Kennedy or Buckley might supply. The stiff, somewhat formal public facade is an essay in neat, planar composition (facing page), whereas the loose, decidedly informal private facade is an essay in not-so-neat decomposition (previous spread). The architects bowed to "life style," and turned their backs on Colonial tradition, by inserting open-air roof decks between the gables of the tripartite central core and the adjacent saltbox wings; Kliment and Halsband played strictly by the rules, however, when it came to the issue of craftsmanship—just as they always do.

"If we'd been working 30 or 40 years ago, we'd have been Miesians," concludes Frances Halsband, referring not to any stylistic sympathy with the pristine iciness of the modern master's brilliant residential oeuvre, but rather to an affinity for the exactitude that always guided Mies's hand. And though Halsband and Kliment prefer to mine the riches of the classical, the vernacular, and the modern, rather than myopically aim their professional pick at a single vein, their eclectic compositions nevertheless appear as taut and rigorous as the designs of any International Style purist; "as inevitable... as if it couldn't have been any other way." Perhaps this last aspiration falls into the category of conceit, a house could have, in fact, been any number of other perfectly respectable ways. Kliment and Halsband's way, however, happens to be one of the better ones. C. K. G.
It's the kind of house your grandmother might have—if your grandmother were Rose Kennedy: a slightly strict, but welcoming place rising proudly from a clearing in the woods. The imagery is not inappropriate considering the sylvan, seven-acre site, and the owners' frequent visits from their three children and two grandchildren. But since too much of a good thing is not, Halsband and Kliment were asked to insure intra-family privacy. The latter is reflected in the separate master suite wing (plan, facing page), in the upstairs bedrooms with their own playrooms and sitting rooms, and in the guest house that greets visitors midway along the winding drive (site plan, facing page). The stone wall supporting the lakeside terrace is a remnant from the house razed to make way for this one (bottom).
"There's detail, but it's not baroque," assays architect Robert Kliment, who feels that the "plain" is no less important than the "fancy" in matters of design. Translated into building materials, the architect's attitude results in spaces and rooms that while reserved—perhaps even spare—are not without visual and tactile interest. The living room, for example, is outfitted with hints of richness such as extra-wide plank oak floors, slender picture rails, and light sconces, but the room depends equally (at least) on its spatial generosity for character and grandness: extra ceiling height and clerestory windows, courtesy of the 18-foot cubic dimension, work in concert with the neighboring inglenook-style library that extends the room's north face (facing page), the generously dimensioned music room that extends its west face (not shown), and the expansive views out across the lake that do the work on the south and east. The material palette changes, appropriately, for the adjacent dining porch (photo left)—a sky-blue slatted ceiling and stone floor register the relative informality of the indoor/outdoor room. In section (below) the house's dense center—weighted downstairs by the study and kitchen (below), and upstairs by two bathrooms—is revealed as the pivot upon which the luminous perimeter rooms revolve.
Contrary to the convention that mandates stairs in the foyer, architects Frances Halseband and Robert Kliment preferred to let practicality be their planning guide. In deference to the relegation of the upstairs to the family's second- and third-generation users, the architects slid the stairs down the front hall, directly on axis with the dining room (below), and handy to the mud room, laundry room, kitchen, and garage. Though the staircase is out of the formal way, the architects did not skimp on detailing, which is characteristically idiosyncratic: “We don't do copybook details,” quips partner Halseband. Clearly not. The combination screen/balustrade is a carefully worked out composition of horizontals and verticals with “just the right amount of perforation,” hopes Kliment (photo right). At the top of the stairs (photo facing page), a window seat alcove provides a cozy corner for weary grandchildren to nap, not-so-weary children to amuse themselves with a board game, or very-eager-for-the-kids-to-come-home parents and grandparents to wait for arrivals.

House in Westchester County
New York
Architects:
R. M. Kliment & Frances Halseband
Architects
255 West 28th Street
New York, New York 10001

Engineers:
Robert Silman Associates
(structural); Jack Green Associates
(mechanical/electrical)

Consultant:
Mariette Himes Gomez (interior decorating)

General contractor:
Walmara Construction Company

Photographer:
©Cervin Robinson
Hoekstra House
Homewood, Illinois
By David Hovey

It is somehow very appropriate to include this house, with its spare elegance, in this 30th issue of Record Houses. It tidily crystallizes a number of the evolving esthetics and concerns of those 30 years: from bright red lally columns to open planning: from "modular coordination" to pre-fab "design-build" concepts. But it is hardly just a case of déjà vu or "historic revivalism." Everything has been carefully re-thought, and used to obtain optimum space, timing, and costs for this era—all executed with a simple freshness and verve.

The basic program was typical: a young family with a very limited budget, who wanted the most square-footage for their money—including three bedrooms, two baths and a two-car garage. However, the site they chose—beautifully wooded and about 45 miles from Chicago—was a small, steeply sloping one with difficult sandy soil conditions. More crucially, they had within three months from the time they contacted architect David Hovey to move from quarters they then occupied.

Though they went to him because they liked a house he had built for himself, Hovey turned out to be an unusually interesting choice. He is president and chief designer of a small development firm, Optima Inc., that has a staff of 10, including eight architects. Their practice, started in 1978, consists largely of multi-family housing—for which they buy the land, design the buildings, do the contracting, and successfully sell the units quickly in a market that has been economically tenuous.

Long interested in industrial techniques, Hovey had previously used some modular ideas in housing. With the short time-frame desired to produce this house, it was a challenge to further explore an aim of prefabricating a basic structure to be erected in one day—and to cut typical red tape and costs of individual houses by combining design and contracting with standard, modular products.

A plan was quickly developed, based on eleven welded-steel modules of 10- by 24-feet—nine feet tall where enclosed—and with all elements selected on a basic two-foot unit. Working drawings were produced in a couple of weeks, permits soon obtained, and a large fabricator of press-formed steel channels contracted to deliver welded "steel envelopes," with floors and ceilings in place, on 11 semitrucks. With the aid of a crane, they were assembled in one day. As most of the other elements were prefinished, the family enthusiastically moved in at the end of the three months. And for the long range, energy concerns were not forgotten: thermal glass (only one wall, and high strip windows elsewhere, some operable sash) and thick insulation in all the voids. Says Hovey of the design: "We don’t want 200 side-by-side, but perhaps dotted in trees here and there." H. L. S.
Stepping down with the hillside, the house lightly rests on lally columns set in minimal concrete foundations. The offset of the levels also creates a bedroom “wing” and permits clerestory windows in the big open living-dining-kitchen area. A flat, modular steel unit forms a terrace for outdoor living off the dining area and convenient to the kitchen for serving. Utilities are banked into two “service cores,” with washer-dryer closeted by the baths at the head of the stairs, and heating and air-conditioning equipment flanking the kitchen. Lots of storage walls abound through the house and garage. Fenestration is designed to provide privacy from the street side with solid panels and high windows, and glazed openness to the woods. Solid exterior panels are cement board with a “limestone appearance.” Roof and ceilings are exposed steel; basic lighting is by surface-mounted downlights. The interiors were also done by Optima Inc., with walls of painted plasterboard; floors of rubber or Berber wool carpets; simple modern furniture “classics” of glass, chrome and leather, and a sectional sofa. Completed square-foot costs were reportedly less than half the $90 to $100 per-square-foot current in the area.
Hoekstra House
Homewood, Illinois
Owners: Mr. and Mrs. Douglas Hoekstra
Architect: David Hovey
77 South Wabash
Chicago, Illinois 60601
Stephen Gawlik,
Michael Glynn,
Mehran Porehmandpour,
project associates

Engineer:
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General contractor:
Optima Inc.
Photographer:
Bill Hedrich,
Hedrich-Blessing, except as noted
Radler House
Bridgehampton, New York
By Bruce D. Nagel

“No flat roofs,” insisted Bruce Nagel’s client, Harvey Radler. This prohibition may sound like an outright dismissal of modernism at large, but in fact the veto has more to do with the strict sense of appropriateness that seems to dominate every aspect of life in New York’s fashionable Hamptons. “If we had been building in the dune area to the south, we would have had a flat roof, too, like the others,” Radler explains. “But here (a one-acre site next to 40 acres of potato field) it’s more rural and a peaked roof fits in better.”

For Mr. and Mrs. Radler’s country retreat, Nagel adapted the ad-hoc compound layout typical of eastern Long Island farms, breaking down the 2,200-square-foot program space into a cluster of distinct units. Thus, there is a main single-gabled “farmhouse” sheltering the living room, dining room, and a second-story bedroom, with a “lean-to” wrapping around to enclose the kitchen and guest apartment. The master-bedroom suite occupies a “shed” connected by a passageway to the main complex. A 30-foot, freestanding chimney stack at the west end of the house instantly conjures up “silo.” No sooner has the mind registered “farmyard,” however, than it detects playful departures from that pastoral genre. On the south front, for example, facing the potato field (opposite), the main volume sheathed in gray shingles gives way to expose a stucco facade pierced with a mosaic of operable windows and doors. Besides allowing for energy efficiency, the stucco wall and openings anticipate an interior that is emphatically modern. On the north, the blank face of a shingled screen wall suggests a more formal street facade. A pivoting door (below) heightens the drama of entrance, as does a low ceiling that funnels towards a curved pink wall and suddenly expands into a living room soaring 28 feet up into the rafters (or rather T-beams) of a pitched roof (overleaf).

Nagel has emphasized the airy openness of this lofty volume through contrasting elements of sculptural mass: a second-floor bedroom that juts like a projection booth over the living room; the fireplace, a carved-out block that punches through a grid system of windows to the west; and the curving wall of the entry that also helps to mold the dining area. The open plan that accommodates the Radlers’ informal style of entertaining in the major living spaces is offset by the privacy of bedroom suites that can be closed off entirely when not in use. Articulated forms and a palette of dusky colors further accentuate the particular identity of each element. Bruce Nagel’s decision to design “a piece of modern architecture dressed in rural clothing” has yielded a surprisingly comfortable blend of countrified sophistication, an image that reminds us of the abstract purity that artists in many media have discovered down on the farm. J. V. L.
The clustered massing of low, gray-shingled volumes associated with eastern Long Island's farmyard vernacular is most pronounced on the public facades to the north and west (upper photos opposite); the south face (above), viewed from a neighboring field, interjects the contrasting note of a boldly punctuated stucco screen wall, commonly associated with a different Hamptons "vernacular" grounded in the design of Gwathmey Siegel and Richard Meier (Nagel worked in the offices of both firms before establishing his own practice). The 6-ft 8-in.-wide pivoting front door (near left), a cast-concrete chimney stack, and a circular outdoor shower with window (at right, above) compose a playful idiom of the architect's very own.
The Radlers asked that the gabled west wall (above) be as open as possible for viewing sunsets. Nevertheless, the focal hearth is a reminder that, facing back toward the dining area and sleeping loft (opposite), one can enjoy a subtle vista of geometry and color. A pink lighting cove (left in photo above) is the hue of potato fields in bloom.
Radler House
Bridgehampton, New York
Owners:
Mr. and Mrs. Harvey L. Radler
Architect:
Bruce D. Nagel
66 Newtown Lane
East Hampton, New York 11937
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General contractor:
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Photographer:
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Norton House
Venice, California
By Frank O. Gehry & Associates

Venice, California. Envision a place where food stamps are as common as platinum American Express cards will soon be, and where the carriers of each have managed to effect an uneasy truce at best. Envision a place where a generation of wanderers came to hang out in the '60s, burned out in the '70s, and stayed on to cool out in the '80s. Envision a place where those who can’t make it in the L. A. fast lane downshift into idle, and where record moguls who find Santa Monica too suburban and Malibu too far away carefully try to hide their irritation when asking the welfare mother who lives next door to please keep her kids off the red awn. Envision a place where the professionally unemployed wile away the cloudless blue days following superannuated flower children handing out save-the-world pamphlets, while mad-at-the-world punks with Mohawk haircuts sneer at Arnold Schwarzenegger’s old buddies pumping iron on their bench presses by the sea. Envision a place where balding blond beach boys pretend the summer hasn’t ended and go right on looking for that perfect wave. Now envision all that all that implies.

It’s a 10-minute stroll from Frank Gehry’s office to Bill Norton’s house. This being greater Los Angeles, of course, you could drive, but it’s better to go on foot—at least the first time. You’ll take Ocean Walk, the city’s hury-bury pedestrian thoroughfare, and along the way you’ll get a crash course in the sorrows and joys of what sociologists would term “a transitional community with a heterogeneous population.” If the decibel at which Venice blares its socio-economic cacophony explains why some horrified visitors see lurking in its tortuous streets a ready indictment against the errors of our fast-track society’s ways, it also explains why architect Frank Gehry remains so loyal to the place. Venice is for Gehry an intensified microcosm of the American city—warts and all—and the American city is where this architect practices architecture. Though he hasn’t built much here, Gehry never forgets Venice in his work: it is his source of inspiration, storehouse of raw material, and context of choice. To the squeamish, he might point out that we do not live in a perfect world, so why pretend.

For Bill Norton, who spent his youth keeping close watch over the bronzed California girls immortalized in song, Venice is understandably sentimental. And though Norton climbed down from his lifeguard tower and headed for Hollywood years ago, he returned to a one-story stucco cottage on the beach after an early brush with success. When bachelorhood ended, and the second generation was imminent, Norton turned to long-time friend Gehry for help at home.

“Does it stand out?” asks Gehry, who will be heartbroken if you answer in the affirmative. For it was his intention to remodel and expand Norton’s ramshackle cottage without interrupting the abrasive fabric of its environs. Like an acquisitive beachcomber, Gehry gathered up the bits and pieces that compose Venice, and then, with the hand of a sculptor, re-assembled them. Most recognizable in his palette of found objects is the lifeguard tower perch ed above the sky-blue tile ground-floor studio. The diminutive study is not only a winsome reminder of screenwriter Norton’s well-spent youth, but a practical lookout from which he can search sand and sea for the elusive muse. As backdrop for the tower, which has become a much-loved local landmark, Gehry replaced the former cottage’s courtyard and garage with a three-story box that houses the bulk of Norton’s 3,000-square-foot program.

Though Gehry is better known for assemblage than appliqué, a $180,000 budget forced him to forego the former in favor of the latter. Even so, the vivid juxtaposition of polychromatic tile and stucco, with corrugated metal and chain link appurtenances, suggests that Gehry is uncompromised by the change. A final bow to the neighborhood is revealed on the south facade, where Gehry expressed his need “to make relationships... to form connections” by specifying glass, not stucco or tile (overleaf). “I don’t do Disneyland,” asserts a remorseless Gehry: “I do what I do, and my career suffers or gains by it. But that’s me, and that’s what I do.” C. K. G.
By situating the vertical circulation along the perimeter of the Norton residence architect Gehry hoped to create the impression of a house caught in the act of construction/deconstruction. The SITR-style move works in concert with the exposed studs of the very low-tech greenhouse attached to the south facade, which, at first glance, suggests that the contractor walked off the job. Gehry went public with the traditionally private workings of the house in an effort to "make a positive kind of connection with the neighborhood." The stubby columns punctuating the green-tile stair linking the third-floor bedrooms to the roof deck (preceding page) were designed as pedestals for small pieces of sculpture to be contributed by Bill Norton's friends in the local art community; similarly, the billboard-scale panel set beneath the stair is a blank canvas in wait for artist/wife Lyn Norton. At alley-side the house is perhaps better mannered than its dilapidated neighbor (facing page), but certainly not intimidating enough to evoke fear of gentrification. Although the interiors of the house are rich only in light and space, not finish, Gehry prefers to let the occupants forge their own direction in matters of interior decoration. Which they are doing. The pleated screen terminating the third-floor stair emerges intact on the exterior; it was intended to be glass—a crystalline object set into the richly variegated south facade—but a $60-per-square-foot budget could only stretch so far.
The original scheme for screenwriter Bill Norton's study called for a telescoping, metallic structure that bore an uncanny resemblance to Darth Vader's helmet (RECORD, June 1983). The nonexpandable $200,000 budget, however, recommended more modest allusions. Gehry's alternate scheme, a bona-fide reproduction lifeguard tower, found instant favor with former lifeguard Norton, who found his architect's dollhouse treatment of the study infectious, and has furnished it in the friendly clutter and flashy wallpaper that any child could appreciate. Pragmatic-minded adults will take comfort in the knowledge that the study is fully equipped with plumbing.
Wharton House  
Nottingham, New Hampshire  
By Amsler Hagenah MacLean

The woodsy lake-front regions of New Hampshire have long been a favorite weekend and summer retreat for Boston-area urbanites. But in recent years the growing hustle and bustle of Häagen-Dazs-invaded rural towns has begun to send many natives into the hills for peace and quiet of their own. After Nottingham resident John Wharton observed Amsler Hagenah MacLean in action on a job at nearby Phillips Exeter Academy (Record, November 1983), where he teaches sculpture, he and his wife Patt asked the Boston architects to design a house on their property. The Whartons and their two sons had been living in faculty housing and wanted a refuge from the academic enclave of overachievers. They also placed stress on a house that clearly nurtures family values: Patt is a judge who often deals with cases of child abuse and broken homes. After surveying the 2.4-acre site, Ken MacLean and associate Gail Woodhouse developed an axial scheme of connecting and overlapping spaces that step northerly, between the hemlocks, downhill toward Lake Pawtuckaway. The program included a generous living room, dining room and kitchen, four bedrooms, two bathrooms, and a studio for John.

Only a day after the scheme was completed, while the architects were still congratulating themselves on a job well done, the clients phoned to announce the purchase of a boat that they intended to use as their primary residence. In the next breath they reassured the architects that, yes, they were still planning to build a house; it would just have to be, well... smaller. So MacLean and Woodhouse returned to the drawing board to “tightly” the spaces of the first scheme as much as possible. Respecting the Whartons’ passion for life on the water, they took their cue from the compactness of boat design. A bedroom and bathroom were eliminated (the studio was built separately), the living areas were compressed into double-height spaces with sleeping lofts, and, adhering to the Whartons’ vision of close-knit family living in the woods, the architects defined the major rooms as three discrete but firmly joined cabinlike volumes.

The main house now has a walk-through kitchen that leads directly into the living and dining rooms, which open out on three sides to views of the surrounding landscape. Below, the “son’s house” is every teenager’s dream: a separate pad that is never far from a good home-cooked meal. Finally, a screened porch terminates the string of graduated volumes. A glazed hallway links the three pavilions and emphasizes the “procession” down through the woods to the dock. Without much difficulty, the house can be extended by future additions. After all, as the architects knew all too well, the Whartons just might change their minds... again. K. D. S.
The three graduated volumes were inserted, just barely, among the trees so that a corner of the "son's house" narrowly clears a nearby trunk. The architects adopted a wait-and-see strategy, modifying roof heights during construction as necessary, and chopping trees as a last resort. Now, when the wind blows, the steel roof and cedar shingles are brushed by swaying hemlocks.
Like good sailors, the owners—and the architects—wanted to take advantage of every inch in the 1,800-square-foot house. For example, the treads of the three stairs between the kitchen and front door (top left) flip up to provide storage for muddy boots, and a ship's ladder provides access to the son's sleeping loft (top right). The flue of the ceramic coal-burning stove the Whartons selected for the living room (bottom right) is attached to the suspended “mantel” behind it, which doubles (as does everything in the house) as something else—in this case the headboard for the master bedroom loft beyond. Two plastic tubes capture the heat that collects in the loft and recirculate it underneath the living room floor—the tubes are also the railings for the open stairwell (below left) to the bedroom.
The glazed hallway that runs the eastern length of the house has become a gallery for several of John Wharton's smaller sculptures and a showcase for the contractor's painstakingly precise oak floor joints. Scrutinizing the superb craftsmanship, architect Ken MacLean confides, "In a job like this the contractor makes all the difference."
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Frantz 3
Vineyard Haven, Massachusetts
By Richard C. Tremaglio

For once, the architectural photographer's convention of unpopulated spaces seems true to life: Richard Tremaglio's retirement house for Beatrice and David Frantz is, in fact, a home that awaits its owners. Year-round residents of Martha's Vineyard, the Frantzses are still firmly ensconced in another dwelling Tremaglio designed for them only a few miles away from the new house. "Frantz 1," a rambling assemblage of personal mementos and hand-crafted structure, was conceived on site and built between 1968 and 1972 through a collaborative effort of architect, client, and friends (see RECORD, May 1982). "Frantz 2" is a remodeled tower in the Azores. If each of those buildings is virtually an autobiographical essay, neither was intended as a definitive work; looking ahead to future chapters, the Frantzses foresee a time, maybe five or 10 years hence, when they will need a smaller, more manageable establishment. To that end they providently acquired a secluded two-acre lot and engaged Tremaglio to devise "Frantz 3," a compact yet comfortable retreat that could be rented out until they decide to move in.

The architectural heritage in the Frantzses' neck of the woods, never one of the Vineyard's more fashionable resorts, runs to unpretentious shingled bungalows and ranches. "I hoped to refer to these precedents but also transform them—gently—in a complex mixture of wood-framing methods," the architect says. The seemingly casual arrangement of his manifold transformations belies a coherent esthetic and functional order. Working outward from a "four-poster" of concrete columns (one of which he pushed outside to mark the entry), Tremaglio dovetailed post-and-beam structure, partitions, and movable screens to form a nest of discrete rooms and overlapping spaces. The layout is uncommonly adaptable, permitting the house to be zoned for summer or winter use, and for occupancy either by multiple tenants or by the owners downstairs and a servant or nurse in the loft above.

Outside, the calm horizontals of roof planes and a stringcourse at second-floor level unify the subtly varied rhythm of frame, cladding, and fenestration, and securely link the carport to the main body of the house. Indoors, the masonry columns and a brick hearth reinforce the symbolic focus of a family living and dining area, which is clearly visible from the downstairs bedroom. The Frantzses wanted a house where if one spouse is eventually bedridden, he or she would never feel shut off. Indeed, even a solitary resident need not complain that "nobody's home," according to Tremaglio: "You can sit alone at the table and it's almost as though the three columns are friendly company. They seem to say that you and the things the building is made of are all part of the same place." D. B.
Though he generally avoids historical decoration, Richard Tremaglio explains, "I've always picked up clues from the local environment." His design for the Frantz residence reflects study of the modest cabins and ranch houses that characterize this relatively untraveled part of the island, rather than the classical mansions, Shingle Style villas, and gingerbread cottages that constitute the picture-postcard image of Martha's Vineyard architecture. At first glance, viewed through the trees, the Frantz house suggests a bungalow that just grew over the years as its owners tacked on a verandah here, a shed there. It is a relaxed effect that suits the Frantzes' quiet way of life, and gives their home an immediate air of "belonging." On closer examination, of course, massing, elevations, and the mix of materials prove to be anything but ingenuous or haphazard—just as Beatrice and David Frantz are hardly simple backwoodsmen. The entry sequence, for example, has been gracefully contrived to shield the front door from the public road to the east (preceding pages) yet still afford a measure of processional drama. By filtering light and glimpses of foliage and sky, the slatted garage enclosure, overhead trellises, and open porches ease the transition from landscape to architecture, just as staggered flagstones blur the foundation line, and extruded posts and beams imply continuity with the building's internal structure. Rather than ignore the garage as a regrettable appendage, or disguise it as a mock barn, Tremaglio has integrated it into the body of his design. In similar fashion, a porch and peak-roofed bay dignify the back
door (opposite) which overlooks a customary short cut to the waterfront used by area residents. Gray bleached cedar shingles and painted trim come straight from the familiar Vineyard palette, but the intricate articulation of the facades is very much the product of Tremaglio's own philosophy. Always an advocate of building method as a generator of form, the architect has also recorded the process of decision-making in the visible fabric of the house. Just as Tremaglio first conceived the plan as a four-square group of concrete columns, which he then modified (transposing one pier to the entry porch) and elaborated to suit his program, he initially ordered the enclosing walls into a series of regular gabled partitions, which in turn could be expanded or cut away. Like pentiments, inset panels of slate imply the displacement of primary window units, and vertical copper strips (e.g., under the right-hand gable slope in photo opposite) trace the hidden intersection of interior partitions with exterior cladding. Tremaglio contrasts this almost obsessive calculation with his approach to earlier designs: "When I started on the first Frantz house I was a product of the '60s. I lived on site and I encouraged ad hoc involvement by clients and builders, in the hands-on spirit of the time. Times have changed, though, and partly through my teaching at MIT. I've become more interested in methodological discipline and economy of means. I now feel that I can reach this degree of order better through drawing in the office than by being out in the field struggling for a consensus on which kind of nail to use."
In winter, sliding partitions can be closed to seal off the solarium (top photo) and increase the thermal efficiency of a wood stove and fireplace in the main living/dining area. During the warmer seasons, clerestory windows, glazed ceiling hatches, and skylights open for ventilation. Meticulous craftsmanship is apparent throughout in exposed structure and finish details that seem to define space without containing it; the effect is equally reminiscent of Japanese architecture and de Stijl. "I wanted to bring out the collective quality of space," says Tremaglio. "It is a gathering of people, furniture, and structure." Floors are oak, trim is clear pine, kitchen cabinets are cherry, beams are fir, and first-story ceilings are mango plywood. Tremaglio rightly placed great faith in his contractor: the construction foreman was once a shipbuilder and most of his crew were "local boat types." The few surprises they presented were happy. Having roughly sketched out a curved opening for headroom at the top of the stairs, for example, Tremaglio returned a week later to find a perfect wooden arch in place, complete with imposte. Caught off guard by a "post-Modern" detail that he would not have designed himself, Tremaglio asked the foreman how it came to be. "This is what all the architects around here are doing now," he was told. Tremaglio chose to leave the arch in place as "part of the whole collage."
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Upas Street Houses  
San Diego, California  
By Smith & Others

San Diego certainly has its share of developer-built tract housing—the ubiquitous three-bedroom two-bath that suits the four-person nuclear family just fine, but is less amenable to childless, single-parent, or one-person households. Happily, the city also has Ted Smith, a young architect who is attracting considerable local, and now national, attention with a new kind of house that provides a flexible, moderate-cost alternative for a whole range of people seeking a way into the city's high-priced residential market.

Together with associate Kathy McCormick, Smith has designed a trio of virtually identical, 1,985-square-foot structures—dubbed "loft houses"—that are nestled into the base of a secluded canyon, incongruously within earshot of the San Diego airport. Built on spec for $40 a square foot, the houses embody a seemingly paradoxical Smith philosophy—namely, that "beautiful next to ugly looks terrible, but a lot of ugly together can look good." Not that either Smith's architecture or the surrounding context of modest stucco "haciendas," wood-sided ranches, and an occasional bungalow should be characterized as "ugly": "homely" (in the literal sense) might be a better word to describe the typically San Diegan, urban-yet-woody enclave. As infill housing, Smith's buildings clearly refer to their neighbors in color (a subtle palette of cream, gray, tan, and blue-green), materials (stucco, plywood-and-batten, and tongue-and-groove siding), and details (a shallow peaked parapet, a pyramidal cap, and a trellislike screen). "Blendo" is the neologism that Smith has invented to define the relationship of his buildings to their context, which in the case of the Upas Street houses implies a certain stylistic neutrality.

If Smith's esthetic notions strike some as a bit offbeat, his ideas regarding residential interiors are likewise unconventional. In order to allow for 12-foot-high spaces totally unencumbered by fixed partitions (except for two baths and a master bedroom upstairs), Smith has designed the L-shaped houses with all load-bearing walls on the perimeter. The concept of open-space planning, currently the norm in commercial architecture, is not unusual; what is unusual in Smith's design is a "kit of parts" comprising eight-foot-high white birch cupboards and room dividers that McCormick developed to enable buyers to create their own interior environments (isometric drawings pages 108-109 and cover). While the furnishings are meant to be portable (they are, in fact, mounted on casters to facilitate reconfiguration), such accoutrements as French doors, beamed ceilings, painted wainscoting, and fireplaces provide a bit of permanent luxe. After all, even the broadest-minded purchaser appreciates the enduring symbols historically associated with the image of home. P. M. S.

The "blendo" contextualism of Ted Smith's three Upas Street houses is so convincing, his buildings are sometimes hard to pick out in photographs. For the uninitiated: two of the houses lie below clifftop boxes on stilts (facing page) and beyond a modest '50s vernacular (left). Although a third stands seemingly in isolated splendor (above), it, too, exhibits the details and colors of its neighbors.
Prior to putting the Upas Street houses up for sale, the architects constructed three model homes that showed prospective buyers how they might customize the loftlike first-floor space with a modular system of cupboards, appliance covers, screens, and archevans (photos above and facing page). The flexibility of the interiors is also revealed by three hypothetical upstairs plans (right). Although fixed walls define two bathrooms and a polygonal master bedroom, shaded areas on the plans mark a 138-square-foot space that can be divided or left open to accommodate, say, a family with two older children (top), a family with two young children in need of a playroom (middle), or two unrelated people needing separate-but-equal sleeping facilities (bottom). The options, as the brokers would put it, are infinite.
In order to illustrate the variety of interior configurations available, the architects created an isometric projection of one house, together with some 60 cutout pieces of Kathy McCormick's "kit of parts" that can be maneuvered at will. Although not based on any specific historical style, the cubanale like cupboards and overstuffed upholstered pieces exude a certain 1940s domestic charm. One possible arrangement of the furnishings (above) shows the cupboards arrayed to delineate a large formal dining room, living room, and small kitchen. Upstairs (facing page), a gridded screen covers two bedrooms created by the manipulation of movable room dividers. Playing house was never so much fun.
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Prince House
Albuquerque, New Mexico
By Bart Prince
Those seeking inspiration for a contextual vacation house on Cape Cod or a glass-and-steel Missian pavilion in one of the better suburbs should turn back now, and quickly. For we are about to embark on "a journey of the mind," as Rod Serling might put it, a voyage into the imagination that will take us far from the cozy domesticity of the neo-Shingle Style or the serenity of mainstream Modern. We are entering the highly personal world of Bart Prince (portrait below), whose own house on a quiet residential street in Albuquerque exemplifies the architect's place within the tradition of American architectural expressionism.

Although some observers see his buildings simply as biomorphic or space-age fantasies sprung full-grown from the overactive mind of a child of the '50s, there is much more at work in Prince's architecture than an artist's comic-book conceptions of the future. Born of the Southwest, Prince has been subject to a wide range of visual stimuli—both natural and manmade—that may have profoundly affected his work. Albuquerque's quintessentially garish Route 66 strip, the stark lunar landscape of New Mexico, and the powerful imagery of nearby pueblos and kivas might easily lead one to believe that almost anything is possible on the high plateau. That impression was reinforced at Arizona State University, where Prince first immersed himself in the work of Frank Lloyd Wright and later, Bruce Goff, whose idiosyncratic buildings seemed in harmony with Prince's own notions of design. After graduation Prince spent four years in Goff's office, and although he left his mentor in 1972 to set up his own practice, their relationship remained close right up to Goff's death in 1982. (That relationship, in fact, continues today with Prince's supervising the completion of Goff's last design, a new museum of Japanese art in Los Angeles.)

In the manner of Goff, Wright, and even Sullivan, Prince's buildings express the individual character of his clients, and for his own 4,000-square-foot house that character is inextricably intertwined with the architect's debt to his three progenitors. The geometry of circles and spirals that preoccupied Wright from the 1940s onward is evident throughout Prince's house, from two round ground-floor living and studio spaces and four structural cylinders supporting the capsule-like upper story, to circular concrete columns rising from the building perimeter and cylindrical solar collectors that warm the bedroom area (plans left and photo facing page). Sullivan's experimentation with metal ornament is brought up to date with the spiky steel rods that Prince utilized as a frame for solar shading fabric and as a "feathery transition between the house and sky." Underlying the building's odd shape (some see it as a rocket ship, others a caterpillar) is the architect's claim that the actual form evolved from the inside out: the curving upper-level walls are a result of Prince's desire for soft, comfortable interiors and are not based on any preconceived formalistic ideas.

Despite the unwavering support of his clients, Prince's buildings do have their critics, particularly those who feel that all architecture in New Mexico should be of the brown-stucco-to-look-like-adobe school. (One fanatical detractor went so far as to burn down Prince's Santa Fe studio three years ago.) What the naysaying contextualists fail to see, however, is that Prince is the latest in a long line of American originals—Goff, Wright, Soleri—whose work seems to flower with special brilliance in the desert sun. Seen in that light, his house is firmly rooted in the history of the freewheeling Southwest. P. M. S.
Structural steel I-beams support third-level bedroom quarters (below), which are clad in tongue-and-groove decking over custom-bent, three-inch-diameter metal ribs. By covering all walls and floors in monochromatic gray carpeting, Prince created a serene contrast to the more aggressive exterior—an effect that is heightened by light filtering through the translucent acrylic panels of a semicircular terrace door. Descending one of two circular stairways enclosed by structural cylinders (two other cylinders house bathrooms and mechanical equipment), one first reaches a middle level, occupied mainly by south-facing balconies (not shown). Down a few more steps is Prince's studio and library (facing page), one of two circular ground-floor living areas entered separately via spiraling brick ramps. Twenty
feet high at its apex and 40 feet in diameter, the studio is set into a windbreaking earth berm, much in the manner of Wright’s 1945 Jacobs House. A corresponding circle, 30 feet in diameter, houses a kitchen/living room wing (plans overhead). In both spaces 14-inch-wide poured concrete columns support a light-steel roof frame covered with translucent acrylic panels and tongue-and-groove wood siding.
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Crowell House  
Eastern Shore, Long Island  
By Mark Simon of Centerbrook

For many young architects, the first built structure, accomplished soon after graduation, is the House for Mother. But how many mothers commission yet a second dwelling? A question difficult to answer, but we know that Mark Simon's mother, Joan Crowell, and his stepfather, David Crowell, now enjoy two houses by their favorite architect. The first (left top) is a berm house tucked into a Vermont hill, to protect it and the Crowells from fierce New England winters. "I wanted a lighthouse," she told me, "but he gave me a tunnel." Well not exactly. Mother's House I is actually a warm cave hidden behind a 19th-century homesteader's facade with a splendid view of the Green Mountains. But Simon's early exercise in the Shacks-and-Shanties Style has a touch no woodsman or trapper would have been likely to attempt—an oval oculus over the porch.

The second time around, Joan Crowell got her lighthouse, in just the right place, off the Atlantic coast on Long Island's South Fork. The Crowell's Hamptons property is on the dunes and includes a large and welcoming family house with a broad terrace overlooking the sea, a swimming pool, and a studio for painter and sculptor David Crowell. What it lacked was a second private workplace—a space for dreams, a sanctum, for writer and composer Joan. Like V. Sackville-West or William Butler Yeats, she would have been content with just a tower. It was necessary, however, to consider the possibility of rental or resale, and therefore Mother's House II was designed to eventually function in the ordinary way, with a small kitchen, bath and rooms usefully linked in a living, dining, bedroom sequence. But the interior remains a place of self-enclosure, the center of an artist's world. Here the challenge to Mark Simon, which he has bravely met, was to represent his mother to herself.

If the house seems serene within, however, it is full of surprises without, a small collage of unlikely fragments assembled to form an unforgettable landmark. Simon has created a sense of movement in the spirit of the site, a place where one comes to enjoy the wind and the weather in a house that boldly contends with it. "I see the house," says he, "as an old man standing in the wind with his cape flapping off him." Indeed, the hip roofs as they descend from the octagonal tower give the appearance of spinning in one direction, while the gabled entry seems to rotate in another. The windows facing the entry porch get larger as they approach the tower, intensifying the impression of entwining, spiral force.

From some angles the little studio has a vestigial look, perhaps a remnant of a once great house in the Shingle Style, now a touching ruin. From other viewpoints the house suggests that there should be more to come, as in the rambling extensions that through the years aggregate around a recycled windmill. Asked if he were not tempted to carry the narrow entrance porch beyond the front door, making it wider at this point, spinning it around the base of the octagonal tower, and extending the hipped roof to form a deep, shaded veranda, Simon acknowledged that he had considered the idea. The Crowells, as noted however, already had a deck overlooking the ocean. "It is really intended to be an inside house," the architect explains. "On the porch there is room for just one little chair." And he wanted the half of the tower facing the beach to rise straight from sand to cupola, without interruption.

Furthermore, extending and enlarging the porch would have interfered with the choreographed movement he devised for the house. Said Simon: "The narrow entrance porch conceals a crooked stair. As one climbs it, there is a slow getting used to the house just before finding the door to the main room. From this space one climbs again, past a little room in the octagon, on up to the belvedere by means of another stair that wiggles and meanders to give a sense of organic crookedness." Finally, beneath the dome, there is a circumambient walkway allowing Joan Crowell, in Simon's words: "to walk in circles when worrying." And look out to sea. M. F. S.
Were chimney, dome, and lantern ever more boldly conjoined? "In some ways it looks accidental," admits Simon, "but it certainly is extremely intentional. I am intrigued by things that compare back and forth, and those two shapes—one a tall thin stick and the other a big round dome—are very opposite to each other, but they just seemed to go together as a pair, symbiotically." Windows and dome were deliberately oversized. The dome consists of eight segments sheathed on the inside with drywall, on the outside with plywood and finished with lead-coated copper. Windows are big on the south facing the ocean, small on the north. The porch roof, edged with lattice, has been dimensioned to screen the summer sun, but admits the winter’s rays deep into the interior to warm it. The principal space will eventually have a wood-burning stove to supplement the building’s oil-fired hot air system. In summer the house is adequately cooled by cross-ventilation and an updraft when the windows are opened in the belvedere.
Although the spaces may eventually be used as designated on the plan, the entire building now functions as a studio. Joan Crowell composes at the piano on the first level (right below), but also works a few steps up within the octagon (opposite page) and enjoys the belvedere (right), which is just big enough for a single comfortable chair, a footstool and a shelf for books. When she leans back, the Atlantic horizon is at eye level.
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Round Hill
Woodbridge, Connecticut
By Herbert S. Newman

While on a trip to England, as they admired the rolling hills and distant vistas of the western counties, architect Herbert Newman and his wife developed a yearning for a weekend house of their own with similarly stirring views. But as happens with dreams, amplification set in. The Newmans wanted more than surcease on weekends. They wanted daily "physical and spiritual separation from the workaday world." Like Candide, they found their dream close to home. In the same Connecticut town they had lived in for 24 years, the Newmans found just the site: the highest point in Woodbridge, a wooded hill 650 feet above sea level with a clear field of view down to New Haven's harbor on Long Island Sound seven miles to the south and to the eastern end of Long Island 15 miles beyond that.

Apart from considerations of site and spiritual separation, however, Newman, like any architect worth his salt, perceived the design of his own house as a chance to draw on and fuse a lifetime's worth of observation, experience, study, and meditation. The virtually symmetrical house bestrides a strong north-south axis running through a central tower. Though the tower contains many functional benefits, its basic architectural purpose is compositional, producing a focal point on the elevation and a pivotal point for both plan and section. At the same time, the architect wanted interior height for a great hall at the center of the enclosing house. Thus the tower's evocation of Italian villas and stately homes is scarcely incidental.

On the other hand, the central tower's overriding message may be psychological. At its base, a square hall reaches up three stories past large windows to a belvedere under the roof, and the many glazed openings drench the travertine floor and white walls with bright daylight. The space emulates the great halls found in stately homes—Newman mentions Chatsworth and Blenheim. To a visitor entering a great hall, the space proposes to offer generous welcome and perhaps to inspire a sense of awe. But though welcome was certainly on Newman's mind at Round Hill, awe was not his aim, and emulation of palatial tradition stops short of the monumental dimensions of ducal seats: the 16-foot square floor has a more domestic scale. The hall's most important quality, however, as with its models, is the tenants' constant use of and exposure to the space; whether they move from living room to dining room, from bedroom to breakfast room, from the front door to any room, all routes lead through the central hall.

Outside and inside, in two dimensions and in three, the architect made use of the opportunity to play intricate and multifarious games with geometry. From plane geometry, he took the circle, the square, and the triangle. From solid geometry, he took the cube, the pyramid, and the spiral. And then he pitted each form against the others. The circular carriage sweep that terminates one end of the central axis, for instance, repeats the circular form of the pool that terminates the other end, and a pair of hollowed-out cubes embraces the pool from the ends of the semicircular living-room glass wall. The square entrance hall fits inside the larger square of the tower, while the corners of the tower are beveled to form an octagon. The large rondel above the main entrance looks in on a truncated pyramid, where a sloping skylight joins the outer tower with the belvedere. This transparent overlapping of disparate forms offers rich food to the eyes both outside the house and within it.

Moreover, the geometric devices affect both the transference and perception of light within the central hall—Newman calls it "layered light." On sunny days, light in abundance makes its way through the outer round windows to the sloping skylight, thence to interior round windows and gridded railings to fall on walls and floor. To insure the fullest possible penetration of light to lower surfaces, Newman inserted triangular wood grids at the corners of the octagon along the second-floor balcony (see plan). From the interior, one's eye of course follows the path of illumination in reverse for glimpses of sky and foliage. And at night, the whole tower turns into "a natural light fixture." G. A.
The strong axis that bisects the central tower leads the eye from the circular drive through Round Hill's open door and the living room's glass wall to Long Island Sound seven miles away and 620 feet downhill. At the back of the house (next page), the living room and flanking terraces overlook a circular pool matching the form of the drive in front; Newman fancifully sees the pool as a skipping stone aimed at the water in the distance. The symmetry of the 3,200-square-foot house eases from time to time: the breakfast room, for example, occupies a curved bay window at the end of one wing (lower photo opposite). The tower at the center of the wood-framed building is finished with brick veneer, the wings at either side with wood, and the whole painted white.
The living room at the Newman house (above), sunk three steps below the floor of the central hall, commands an expansive view of Connecticut and Long Island. The semicircular wood lattice that screens the glass wall in summer admits unimpeded south light to warm the room in winter (see also preceding pages). Though the central tower is inextricably tied to the rest of the house—no one moving around the house can miss either the hall or the views—it is set apart by a 4-foot space on all sides, a space that provides for balconies, stairways and mechanical equipment (plans and section opposite). The corner of the square hall is the nexus of the house's layered geometries—squares, circles, cylinders, spiral and, at the corner of the pyramidal skylight, a glass triangle (photo opposite right). The round-headed wall cabinet in the dining room, which Newman admits he cribbed from New England kitchen furniture, is lighted naturally through a window behind its living. To anyone entering the observation deck via the spiral staircase (photo bottom opposite), the first sight is Long Island 20 miles away. He does not yet know that behind his back is the Housatonic Valley 40 miles away.
The Mystery of the Flying Staircase; or, How Do You Get There From Here? And, What Holds It Up? In the entrance hall at Round Hill, architect Newman installed a spiral staircase overhead as an air-borne object to tantalize the caller. Seemingly sprouting directly from the lintel over the front door, and clearly leading to a brightly lit something at the top of the house, the stair has no visible means of access save to winged creatures. But the mystery is, after all, mere illusion. Hidden access for humans is available behind one of the hall's partitions, where a stairway leads to the second-floor balcony (see plans on preceding page). As with the circulation pattern, the structure of the flying staircase also surrenders to logical explanation. A steel beam at the base of the stairway transfers structural and live loads to the house's timber frame; the steps are supported on either side by continuous spirals of plastered laminated wood, the wood protruding from the plaster to furnish a handrail.
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Dickinson House
Madison, Connecticut
By Duo Dickinson

What more deserving client can an architect have than a young couple with limited means who are determined to have a house of their own? In this instance that young couple happens to consist of the architect himself, Duo Dickinson, and his wife Liz, a law student. And luckily Dickinson believes that "when there is less quantity, you can up the quality of your efforts... The limits are liberating."

Limits Dickinson had in abundance. A tight budget not only limited the size of what he could build, but the lot that best met his price and location criteria, a subdivision of the backyard of an existing house, was wetlands—thus the first floor had to be 20 feet above mean high water, any basement walls would have to be hydrostatically designed, and an expensive septic system was needed. Further adding to costs, 100 feet of ledge had to be blasted for utility lines. Because of the lot's proximity to the seller's house, its style and a sightline restriction had to be considered. And a north-facing view made passive solar heating impractical. Balancing the limitations were a superb location—on, but hidden from, the main road of a desirable Connecticut shore town. A superb view—of six acres of salt marsh, a sea of reeds that changes with the seasons. And superb trees—three ancient white oaks and one grand old maple that are home to countless birds.

True to his word, Dickinson did find these limitations liberating. He created a house that has been variously described as an ark, a covered bridge, a doghouse and a car wash—a simple gable-roofed rectangle cantilevered out over two bearing walls that lift it to the height of the white oak branches (and dispense with the expensive basement). Its 38-foot length was derived from 16-inch framing modules; its 20-foot width from uncut 2 x 10 joists. The ark analogy is apt, for not one inch of space has been wasted: the two-story living room is just long enough to avoid being perceived as a shaft; the galley kitchen has just enough space for two cooks to collaborate; minimum space has been devoted to closets and bath. Yet the effect is not confining. A major axis allows the eye to travel the full 38-foot length of the house. The nautical tightness of the kitchen and office areas merely emphasizes the exuberant vertical spaces to the north and south. The oversize windows draw the eye up and out. And the entry, carport, and deck add 890 square feet of useable space to the house's 1,100 square feet of finished, heated space.

The Dickinson house is about the same size as the condominium units many young couples buy these days. Dickinson wishes they realized they could afford more; he's even writing a book about small houses. So it was with great glee that he reported that condominium units with a view are selling for $135,000 in his town. His house, including land, came to $105,000. N. G. G.

Because of the proximity of the land seller's house (at right in bottom photo), Dickinson tried to create the sense of a retrofitted carriage house, with a carport below. Roof pitch and materials were derived from the neighbor. A simple symmetrical form was used for construction economy and for effective massing. To make the most of a few windows, vertical shapes focus on tree views and horizontal on the sweep of salt marsh. The south-facing window seen when approaching the house (opposite) is composed of a stock slider topped with a mullioned light. The same fenestration recurs on the western wall, where it is seen immediately upon entering the house—a playful touch. Hopper windows in a cruciform arrangement (above) dot the living room with lively points of light and provide ventilation in summer.
The focal point of the living room is the surprising interior use of an ordinary bay window (opposite), which lends scale to the expanse of shear wall used to stiffen the open area. Other scale-giving devices in the living room, which is 21 feet high at its peak, include an 18-foot-wide shelf (top left), which also hides a steel rod reinforcing the north wall; a whimsically decorated fireplace that, according to Dickinson, "mediates between the size of the furniture and the size of the space"; and extra-wide baseboard moldings that wrap around all openings because, says the architect, "there's something about a framed opening that seems to make furniture more comfortable." The dual-career office area tucked under the sleeping loft on the south side of the house is shown at bottom right. Floor plans (previous page) show the simplicity of the entire scheme, with private areas relegated to a loft and public areas below. Heating is zoned so that the north-facing rooms can be closed off from the south-facing office and bedroom to save warmth. To expand the house, Dickinson would either extend the loft along the east wall, turning the fireplace area into an inglenook, or build a two-bedroom tower alongside the house.

Dickinson House
Madison, Connecticut

Owners:
Elizabeth and Duo Dickinson

Architect:
Louis Macklai & Partner
50 Maple Street
Branford, Connecticut 06405
Duo Dickinson, partner-in-charge

General contractor:
Post Road Wood Products

Photographer:
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Mixon House
Houston, Texas
By Taft Architects

John and Judith Mixon never worry about keeping up with the Joneses. On the contrary, there must be Joneses all around Houston who despair of ever keeping pace with the Mixons. It isn’t only that the ebullient couple thrives on a demanding two-career marriage (he is a prominent law professor, she is a full-time junior high school teacher); the Mixons also have energy to spare for extracurricular joie de vivre, whether collecting antique cars and contemporary art or giving elaborate costume parties. “We have a history of high flying,” says John Mixon with a laugh. “You might say we’re show-offs of the first degree.” Judy Mixon raises an eyebrow indulgently and adds, “Well, John really means we both enjoy sharing things with other people.”

Gregarious as they are, however, the Mixons concluded several years ago that they were sharing rather too much privacy with others at home. They liked the informality of their modern, glass-and-stucco courtyard house, but were uneasy with the perpetual togetherness imposed by a multilevel open plan—especially if John Mixon wished to hold a tutorial at the same time that Judy Mixon was grading term papers, and Millicent, her teen-age daughter by a previous marriage, had friends over to watch TV. With characteristic enthusiasm and acuity, the family analyzed their needs and desires down to specific room relationships and dimensions before approaching Taft Architects with the commission for a new house on a 50-by-100-foot parcel in one of Houston’s older residential enclaves. Among the Mixons’ more explicit desiderata were a triple-decker interior with garden-level quarters for Millicent, a continuous living/dining area on the main floor, and a separate master suite above. Judy Mixon requested an open central kitchen, where she could see and talk to guests, and generous decks for outdoor entertaining. John Mixon asked for a “spittin’ porch” facing the street: “I know our back yard is prettier than the front,” he said, “but I still want some sort of contact with passers-by.”

Appreciative of their neighborhood’s traditional architecture, and hopeful that their own addition to it would be sympathetic, the Mixons were nonetheless unwilling to dictate any particular style. “I made only one modest proposal,” John Mixon recalls: “I’d like a house that will make people hit their brakes as they drive by on Buffalo Speedway.” Taft’s three partners, John Casbarian, Danny Samuels, and Robert Timme were unfazed by these seemingly contradictory intentions. As the trio demonstrated in their design for Fort Worth’s River Crest Country Club (Record, October 1984), they are equally adept at decorous bows to precedent and eye-catching flourishes all their own. More problematic was a formal correlative to the exact balance of privacy and extroversion in the Mixons’ daily lives.

In the course of discussing alternative schematic models, it transpired that the clients envisioned “some kind of formal room” near the front of the house. “I needed a place where students and lawyers could come by and, if they didn’t pass muster, wouldn’t go any further,” says John Mixon. Taft conceived this antechamber as an updated version of the turn-of-the-century reception room or front parlor, where respectable hostesses could screen callers before receiving them “at home.” In Taft’s final parti, the public/private distinction is expressed in the duality of separate pavilions joined by a bridge (interiors overlap), with the hipped-roof parlor-cum-study stationed like a gatehouse at the head of an oversize stoop. By manipulating the scale and proportions of other familiar domestic elements—portico, balcony, lunette, oriel—the architects composed facades that are at once proper and provocative. The use of alternating bands of smooth and split-face concrete block to suggest the rusticated stone trim of classic brick houses is fully in tune with this esthetic, inexpensively creating a memorable frontispiece. The only genuine stone on the facade is a granite plaque above the garage inscribed with the street address. “It was John Mixon’s idea,” says John Casbarian. “He got it from a local tombstone dealer. He even wanted to carve our name and firm logo on it. But we felt that was a bit much.” D. B.
Because their 2,800-square-foot residence faces a quiet side street on the erstwhile "carriage-house" segment of a corner lot, the Mizons enjoy vistas up and down the landscaped back yards of neighbors along busy Buffalo Speedway. The lack of houses directly in front of or behind the property enabled Taft to design relatively open facades on the north (preceding pages) and the south (detail opposite). On the garden side, concrete-block rustication (whose module is repeated in the glass-block base of the parlor "bridge") and a pedimented oriel echo the imposing classicism of the street facade. The poolside terrace, open decks, and the giant north portico furnish the expansive settings for outdoor entertaining that Judy Mizon requested. Indoors, the uninterrupted sequence of living and dining areas and kitchen is similarly hospitable (upper photo right). The parlor (lower right) is more introverted, though an uplighted blue pyramidal ceiling seems to dissolve into ether, reinforcing the effect of what Robert Timme calls "a metaphorical garden pavilion." The proverbial machine in the garden is a computer, whose screen displays a drawing of the Mizon house.
The false perspective of the swimming pool, as seen from the solarium, magnifies the apparent depth of the back yard (upper photo near left). Interior vistas heighten the drama of movement and arrival: niches frame the bridge between parlor and dining room (top left); the slope-shouldered silhouette of a fireplace draws the eye up a staircase (lower photo near left); a dressing room frames the view of the marble-trimmed master bath (large photo bottom left). Taft originally designed doors to enclose the tub, but the clients insisted on removing them. Judy Mizon recalls: "Danny Samuels said, 'I don't mean to question your bathroom habits, but..." Untroubled by the array of windows in this private acre, John Mizon comments: "I've determined the distances beyond which it's not worth looking in."
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"I'm not really sure you'll want to do this project," said New York businessman Daniel Silverstein to architect Paul Haigh, who knew that Silverstein and his wife had been shopping for an affordable vacation cottage on eastern Long Island. "I found a piece of land with this bungalow on it," Silverstein continued. "You remember when developers built little houses called 'The Ascot' or 'The Beacon Hill'?... Well, we've got 'The Framingham.'" The 1964 prefab three-bedroom ranch had plenty to recommend it for recycling—sound construction, a good location on a corner lot close to the Silversteins' beach club, and a very good price—but it didn't exactly look like the upscale New Yorker's ideal of a chic Hamptons hideaway. Haigh and his colleagues at Haigh Space assured the uneasy homeowners that, far from being an esthetic embarrassment, the Framingham had its own inherent charm. "We could have said, 'Let's just disregard this stuff and let our egos go wild,' which a lot of architects do in that part of Long Island," Haigh observes. "After all, the house would have a totally new function, different from the full-time Levittown-style family life it was designed for. But we decided to treat the house as if no architect had been involved—as if an ordinary builder skilled in that tract-house vernacular had been given our program."
The graphic style and captions of Haigh Space's presentation drawing bring to mind the catalog in which prefabricated model houses like the Framingham were advertised. Having demolished the original house to its frame, the architects faithfully reconstituted prototypical materials and decoration—such as oversize cedar shakes, dentil moldings, cupola, and octagonal windows—while adroitly transposing the original aesthetic to another key. (Ironically, Haigh Space had difficulty finding local workmen who were still proficient in the building skills of the 1960s.) Paul Haigh comments: "Architectural 'transformations' like the screen walls and rotated plan are often applied in a Modernist context, but rarely in this vernacular. We figured that if these ideas work at all, they should work here, too."

"The Framingham"
Bensenville, New York
Owners: Mr. and Mrs. Daniel A. Silverstein
Architects: Haigh Space
27 West 36th Street
New York, New York 10011
Paul Haigh, Barbara H. Haigh, Jon A. Dick, Geraldine Triano, Dan Azminster, project team

Preserving the Framingham's integrity was a delicate task, since programmatic changes ultimately necessitated stripping the building to its studs, reorganizing fenestration, and nearly doubling the original floor area. Besides turning an unwanted garage into a screened dining porch (overleaf), revamping the kitchen, adding a fireplace, and transforming the third bedroom into a second bath, Haigh Space wrapped a sun deck around two sides of the house. Cranked three degrees off axis, as if stretching phototropically for the southern sun, and articulated as a roofless, skeletal offshoot of the primal Framingham—complete with cupola and mullioned sash—the mannerist sun porch (details opposite) betrays the hand of no ordinary builder. There are other sly hints of knowing metamorphosis, but over all, Haigh Space took pains to honor "period" materials and details. "Such things are often misread as flippant," says Paul Haigh. "But we seriously wanted the house to have a second level, so people will in some way involve themselves by looking again and asking questions. At the same time we wanted the house to still be 'okay' in the neighborhood." Amazingly, the result is neither faux-naif nor patronizing and, as the architect puts it, "The faucets work." A Framingham by any other name... D. B.
New products

For the bathroom

Americans are spending a greater portion of their leisure time in the bathroom these days, and they’re demanding more than a convenient positioning of the fixtures. They want an ambiance of comfort and luxury—where no faucet or valve is unworthy of the designer’s scrutiny. And judging from the array of centerset, spreadset, gooseneck, wall-mounted, deck-mounted and swivel faucets and fittings now available, they should have no trouble finding fittings that meet their needs and tastes. For example, the Broadway Collection’s Taliesen Suite, which includes a Roman bathtub set, shower valves, a spreadset faucet (shown, 1) and a tank lever, can embellish every fixture in the bathroom. The curved fittings are made of solid brass and are available in several finishes, including polished brass or chrome, brushed chrome, brushed chrome with polished brass or gold accents, and black chrome with brushed chrome accents. Bathroom Jewelry’s more rectilinear Excalibur Line (2) features widespread and centerset lavatory faucets, bathtub and shower valves, and towel racks and rings in a combination polished brass and chrome finish. The line also includes a pen that is a miniature of King Arthur’s sword—hence the collection’s name—no doubt intended for those who truly do their best work in the bathroom. Many homeowners clearly opt for opulence when selecting fixtures; others, however, prefer the understated appeal of streamlined modern. While the latter group of fixtures is specified for its form-follows-function simplicity, they are often constructed of the same luxurious materials as their shiny brethren. Epic’s Colours (3) collection of sleek faucets, for example, is made of solid brass. The faucets have an acrylic finish, for durability and easy maintenance, that comes in red, yellow, white, brown, and beige. The Junko series, imported from Italy by Watercolors, includes lavatory (shown, 4), bathtub, and bidet sets. The knuckled knobs and spouts are made of brass and have an enamel finish available in blue, white, red, yellow, gray, beige, and black. A polished chrome finish can also be specified.

1. Taliesen Suite, The Broadway Collection; Olathe, Kansas. Write 300 on reader service card
2. Excalibur Line, Bathroom Jewelry Inc; Los Angeles. Write 301 on reader service card
3. Colours, Epic, Div. of the Maseco Corp.; Indianapolis. Write 302 on reader service card
4. Junko Series, Watercolors; Garrison-on-Hudson, N. Y. Write 303 on reader service card

Continued on page 170

144 Architectural Record Houses of 1985
Now, Over 700 Design Options With the Color Quest® Solid Color Line

With the Wilsonart Color Quest line of solid color decorative laminates, you have over 700 surfacing options to choose from. We've combined color, finish, function and type into an almost limitless number of combinations. This, in turn, permits you to bring added creativity and style to all of your design opportunities.

Color Quest options are another reason why Wilsonart decorative laminate has become the most specified, largest selling brand on the North American continent.

A. Gloss Finish: In all 80 Color Quest colors. With a tasteful "laquered look." Finish #1.
B. Matte Finish: In all 80 Color Quest colors, in line and moderate textures, with a gently reflective surface. Finish #6 or #13.
C. Grid Finish: In all 80 Color Quest colors, featuring tiny embossed checks for visual interest. Finish #76.
D. FIRE-RATED: In all 80 Color Quest colors, a special composition that meets or exceeds the toughest fire codes nationwide. Type 604.
E. CHEMSURF®: In all Color Quest colors except Wineberry, a special surface offering exceptional resistance to organic solvents, alkalis and acids. Type 590.
F. TEF-SURF®: In all Color Quest colors, except the very dark shades, a tough laminate with up to 8 times the wear resistance of standard laminates.
G. Decorative Tambours: In all 80 Color Quest colors, these functional tambours move design opportunities into the realm of the extraordinary. Types 801-804.
H. SOLICOR®: In all Color Quest colors, except Hollyberry, this colorthrough laminate is formable and eliminates brown-line edges. Type 540.
I. Architectural Grid: In all 80 Color Quest colors, the grid is created by intersecting grooves one inch center to center. Type 805.

Note: all applications shown are in Color Quest Maui Blush color.

The choice is yours.

HOTLINE
For laminate samples and literature, call toll-free:
1-800-433-3222
Texas: 1-800-792-6000

Copyright © 1985 Ralph Wilson Plastics Co. Temple, TX 76501
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SYENERGY SOLVES IT AGAIN!

Here's a building that throws every design curve in the book at you. You need the Synergy Solution.

Synergy's wall system not only takes any shape — it puts the insulation on the outside where it belongs.

There are no gaps or cracks, so water can't get in. Thermal bridges are sealed. Thermal shock to the building structure is greatly reduced.

The Synergy wall system applies to new construction and to retrofit. It can be pre-fabricated or installed on-site. And Synergy offers the industry's only 5-year labor and material warranty.

Send a sketch or drawing of your exterior wall or roof problem to Bill Egan, VP/Solutions, or call us for your local Synergy representative. We'll give you a beautiful solution!

INNOVATIVE EXTERIOR SYSTEMS
SYENERGY METHODS, INCORPORATED
1367 ELMWOOD AVENUE • CRANSTON, RI 02910
Call 1-800-221-WALL or 1-800-221-ROOF
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SEE OUR BROCHURE IN SWEETS GENERAL BUILDING FILE SECTION 7.13/SYE
1 Indoor and outdoor furniture
The manufacturer's line of solid mahogany indoor and outdoor furniture is featured in an 8-page color catalog. Photos show available tables, benches, and additional seating components. The dimensions and finishes of each product are described in the literature. C1 Designs, Medford, Mass.

2 Brick
A 16-page color brochure illustrates various steps in the brick manufacturing process, from the mining, pulverizing, blending, extruding, and cutting of clay to the setting and drying of the unburned units. Photos show the brick in both residential and commercial applications. Acme Brick Co., Fort Worth, Tex.

3 Wood beams
An 18-page color catalog provides information on the installation, available finishes, and prices of the manufacturer's line of decorative hollow white-pine beams. The standard and custom stains are shown. Wood for mantels, flooring, and sills and other rusticated plank products are also featured. Rusticated Beams Inc., West Warwick, R. I.

4 Ceramic tile
Residential and commercial applications of ceramic tile are shown in a 16-page color catalog. The literature illustrates the available colors and includes information on trims for the several tile lines. Gall Architectural Ceramics, Tustin, Calif.

5 Solar greenhouses
A 12-page guide illustrates the design flexibility and the esthetic and economic advantages of the manufacturer's line of solar greenhouses and glass enclosures. Color photos show commercial and residential installations. Data on thermal characteristics is included. Sun System, Commack, N. Y.

6 Metal panel roofing
An 8-page color catalog features the Stile galvanized steel panel roof system. The five available colors of the system's Plurapox coating are shown. Installation instructions, a description of system components, and a review of code regulations are included in the literature. Metal Sales Manufacturing Corp., Louisville, Ky.

7 Wiring devices
Sierraplex rocker switches, rectangular receptacles, and ground fault circuit interrupters are shown in a 12-page brochure. Photos show the 10 available wall plate colors. Electrical ratings and typical specifications for each model are reviewed in the literature. Pass & Seymour, Inc., Syracuse, N. Y.

8 Faucets
The Renaissance Collection of polished brass and chrome-plated faucets is illustrated in a 12-page brochure. Included in the literature are color photos of a variety of decorative kitchen and bath faucets, shower, tub and bidet fittings, and fixtures for service bars. The Chicago Faucet Co., Des Plaines, Ill.

9 Saarinen furniture
Authentic E. T. Saarinen furniture designs, fabricated with hand-crafted details and decorative veneers, are shown in a portfolio of Cranbrook Academy-authorized reproductions. Each insert page has a color photo of an individual piece, accompanied by the history of its design and a description of its construction. Arktite, Bloomfield Hills, Mich.

10 Glazing
An 8-page color brochure describes Low-E glass, designed to save heating and cooling costs by creating an internal heat barrier. The glass' thin metallic coating, intended to keep heat out during summer and in winter, is described. Performance data for residential and commercial applications is included. Guardian Industries Corp., Carleton, Mich.

11 Exterior coating
Stuc-cote, an acrylic-based surfacing system for both new construction and retrofit, is said to resist air infiltration, impact, cracking, mildew, and ultraviolet degradation. A 4-page brochure includes instructions for applying the coating over insulative sheathing, masonry, or concrete and results of product testing. Simplex Products Div., Adrian, Mich.

12 Prismatic glass fixtures
The Classic series of pendant, chain, and wall-mounted brass and prismatic glass lighting fixtures is featured in a 4-page color brochure. The available shade and cap styles, mounting options, and finish choices are reviewed in the literature. Manville, Holophane Div., Denver.
Redwood

Beauty and durability today... and tomorrow. Versatile redwood—there's a grade for every project. Send for our booklet, “Redwood Grades and Uses.”

CALIFORNIA REDWOOD ASSOCIATION  591 Redwood Highway  •  Mill Valley CA 94941  •  (415) 381-1304

GEORGIA-PACIFIC CORPORATION  •  MILLER REDWOOD COMPANY  •  THE PACIFIC LUMBER COMPANY  •  SIMPSON TIMBER COMPANY  •  TIMBER REALIZATION COMPANY
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13 Ceramic tile
A 16-page color brochure reviews the manufacturer's line of ceramic tile and shows several interior and exterior applications. A variety of tile shapes, sizes, and colors are illustrated. Tile maintenance and wear is reviewed in the literature. American Olean Tile Co., Lansdale, Pa.

14 Kitchen cabinets and counters
A line of German-designed laminate and wood kitchen cabinets and counters is shown in a 44-page color catalog. Photos illustrate the available cabinet front styles and finishes in a variety of configurations. Special storage units are also shown in the literature. Poggenpohl USA Corp., Allendale, N. J.

15 Patio doors
A 4-page color brochure reviews the manufacturer's line of insulated steel patio doors. The hinged door system, which includes a screen door and comes in double or triple widths, is shown in four styles. Stanley Door Systems, Div. of The Stanley Works, Troy, Mich.

16 Roofing shingles
The manufacturer's residential fiberglass roofing products are reviewed in a 24-page color catalog and specification guide. The durability and intended application of each product line is described in the literature. A color selection chart is included. Manville, Roofing Systems Div., Denver.

17 Treated wood
The use of Dricon fire-retardant treated wood for studs, joists, subflooring, and trusses in residential construction is discussed in a 10-page color brochure. Product testing results are reviewed in the literature. Koppers Co., Inc., Pittsburgh.

18 Resilient flooring
The manufacturer's line of resilient flooring for residential applications is reviewed in a 55-page color catalog. Photos show the available patterns and colors of the sheet floors and Glasecraft, a vinyl tile that is intended to look like ceramic. A chart that lists benefits and features of each product is included in the literature. Armstrong World Industries, Inc., Lancaster, Pa.

19 Washers and dryers
Several of the manufacturer's residential washers and dryers are shown in a 16-page color catalog. Energy-saving, convenience, and control features of the appliances are discussed in the literature. Diagrams show the dimensions of standard models. The Maytag Co., Newton, Iowa.

20 Oak flooring
The manufacturer's solid oak parquet flooring, manufactured in 6- by 6-in. tiles, is featured in a 4-page color brochure. Diagrams show the tapered tongue-and-groove joints. The foam back of each tile, which is intended to protect the wood from the effects of water condensation, is described in the literature. Hartco, Inc., Oneida, Tenn.

21 Tile products
The manufacturer's line of glazed ceramic tile products is featured in a 4-page color brochure. Photos show several different tile patterns, textures, and colors for kitchen, bathroom, and living room applications. Dimensions are given in the literature. Marazzi USA, Inc., Sunnyvale, Tex.

22 Bath fittings
The manufacturer's new d'Elégance line of faucets, spouts, and shower fittings is featured in a 12-page color catalog. These finishes, including polished brass, satin chrome, and polished chrome, are shown in the literature. A selection chart is included. Speakman Co., Wilmington, Del.

23 Skylights
An 8-page color catalog features the manufacturer's line of skylights designed to provide natural light, ventilation, and a view in a variety of residential applications. The literature shows both glass and acrylic units that are available in a selection of shapes and sizes. O'Keefe's Inc., San Francisco.

24 Wood doors
Over 250 styles of interior and exterior wood doors, including models with thick raised and beaded panels, decorative leaded safety glass, matching transoms, and standard-size sidelights, are shown in a 16-page color catalog. Dimensions and specifications are given in the literature. Sun-Dor-Co, Wichita, Kansas.
Ask for America’s finest light tables with full-range dimming control... MAYLINE
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Mayline Company, Inc.
619 N. Commerce Street, Sheboygan, WI 53081
25 Wood patio doors
An 8-page color brochure describes the features of the manufacturer's new SwingSet wood-framed patio door system. Photos show the pre-assembled units that can be specified to fit single, double, or triple door openings. Solid brass lever handles and deadbolt hardware are discussed in the literature. Morgan Products Ltd., Oshkosh, Wis.

26 Kitchen design
A 135-page color catalog and kitchen planning guide features a line of German-designed kitchen cabinets, counters, and storage components. Twenty-five suggested kitchen configurations are shown in the literature. Photos show a selection of cabinet fronts and hardware. Tielsa Kitchens of W. Germany, Contemporary Systems, Inc., Woburn, Mass.

27 Ceramic tile
A 4-page color brochure features the manufacturer's Creme de la Creme ceramic tile. Photos show how the 6- by 6-in. and the 6- by 3-in. tile can be used in several different color and pattern combinations in kitchens, bathrooms, or near fireplaces. Huntington/Pacific Ceramics, Inc., Corona, Calif.

28 Tile
A 24-page color brochure reviews the manufacturer's line of wall and floor tiles. Photos of the new Concourse line of quarry tile, available in 6- by 6-in. and 4- by 8-in. sizes, are included. The color selection for each product line is shown. Mid-State Tile, Lexington, N. C.

29 Greenhouses/solariums
A 36-page color catalog contains information on greenhouse and solarium design and construction. A selection of the manufacturer's 225 different models is shown on-site photos. The glazing options for each model are described. Lord & Burnham, Irvington, N. Y.

30 Block insulation
An 8-page color brochure explains how expanded polystyrene inserts for standard two-core masonry blocks can be used to nearly double the insulating characteristics of masonry wall construction and improve sound resistance. The general benefits of masonry construction are also reviewed in the literature. Kortill Inc., Chicopee, Mass.

31 Ranges
The manufacturer's line of residential gas and electric ranges and ovens is reviewed in a 24-page color catalog. Charts compare cooking, cleaning, and maintenance features and list the dimensions of the freestanding ranges. Whirlpool Corp., Benton Harbor, Mich.

32 Wood windows and doors
The manufacturer's line of wood windows and doors for new construction or renovation in residential and commercial applications is illustrated in an 8-page color brochure. A chart listing available models is included in the literature. J. Zeluck Inc., Brooklyn, N. Y.

33 Roof membrane
A 4-page color brochure describes the Ice & Water Shield system, which is installed under shingles to protect houses from water damage due to melting ice dams. The system's rubberized asphalt membrane is said to be less costly and more effective than heating cables or metal ice belts. W. R. Grace & Co., Construction Products Div., Cambridge, Mass.

34 Leather-upholstered furniture
The Lario collection of leather-upholstered chairs and two- and three-seat sofas designed by Burkhardt Vogtherr is featured in an 8-page color brochure. Descriptions, photos, and dimensions of each unit are included in the literature. Brayton International, High Point, N. C.

35 Kitchen and bathroom cabinets
The manufacturer's line of custom cabinetry for kitchens and bathrooms is illustrated in a 4-page color catalog. A selection of cabinet styles is shown. Special appliance cabinets and storage accessories are described in the literature. Quaker Maid, Leesport, Pa.

36 Masonry fireplace
The manufacturer's Heatform heat-circulating fireplace is featured in an 8-page brochure. Photographs show the unit in approximately 20 different room configurations. Heat-flow diagrams, installation information, and a performance comparison graph of the 15 available models are included. Superior Fireplace Co., Fullerton, Calif.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>37 Casement windows</th>
<th>43 Decorative tile</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The Excel Can line of aluminum-clad wood casement windows, a recent addition to the manufacturer's selection of windows and doors, is featured in an 8-page color folder. The windows are available with several glazing options, including Heat Mirror heat-reflecting glass. Louisiana-Pacific Corp., Barberton, Ohio.</td>
<td>A 4-page color brochure shows the manufacturer's decorative tile arranged to form patterns and murals in the bathroom and kitchen. Several different mural patterns, including the Culinary Series and the Living Series, and a selection of border and field patterns are featured. Florida Tile, Div. of Sikes Corp., Lakeland, Fla.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>38 Ceramic tile stoves</th>
<th>44 Wood sliding doors</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A 16-page color catalog explains how the ceramic tile shell of a wood stove stores and slowly releases the heat generated by the fire in the interior cast-iron fire chamber. Eight German-manufactured models, available through an American importer, are shown. Ceramic Radiant Heat, Lochmere, N. H. Available for $1.00 per copy.</td>
<td>The manufacturer's line of sliding solid wood and aluminum-clad patio doors is featured in a 4-page color catalog. Diagrams show details of frame construction. Dimensions of each model and glazing, hardware, and insulating system specifications are included. Pozzi Window Co., Bend, Ore.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>39 Freestanding staircases</th>
<th>45 Building board</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A line of standard and custom manufactured staircases is featured in a 22-page color brochure. Single- and double-helix models are shown. A chart that lists the passage width and tread angle of each model is included in the literature. Atlantic Stairworks, Inc., Newburyport, Mass.</td>
<td>An 8-page technical brochure describes Ultra-Board, an asbestos-free, noncombustible, fiber-reinforced cement building board. Residential applications—as a wall or ceiling lining, for partitions, as an inlaid panel, and as a tile substrate—are reviewed in the literature. Weyerhaeuser, Middlesex, N. J.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>40 Bathroom fixtures</th>
<th>46 Glass products</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The ribbonlike Whisper Patterns can be specified on the manufacturer's Elizabeth Suite line of bathroom fixtures, which includes pedestal lavatories, basins, one-piece toilets, and bidets. An 8-page color brochure illustrates these fixtures with coordinated ceramic tiles, wallcoverings, and bath towels. American-Standard, New Brunswick, N. J.</td>
<td>The manufacturer's line of residential and commercial glass products, including float glass in clear, bronze, and gray; tempered glass; insulating glass; and several solar glazing panels, is featured in a 28-page color brochure. The shading coefficient and light and heat transmission levels of each product are listed. AFG Industries Inc., Kingsport, Tenn.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>41 Bi-fold doors</th>
<th>47 Cabinets</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A 4-page color brochure describes the construction of KaneKraft bi-fold doors using 2 1/8-in. supporting rails that are concealed behind the open-weave cane panels. The panels are intended as an alternative to louvered doors. Ledco, Inc., Shelbyville, Ky.</td>
<td>A 32-page cabinet design guide includes color photos of the manufacturer's kitchen and bathroom cabinets. Five lines are shown, and the photos are accompanied by construction specifications and installation instructions. Kitchen Kompact, Inc., Jeffersonville, Ind. Available for $5.00 per copy.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>42 Wood doors</th>
<th>48 Fireplaces</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The design and manufacture of the Mastermark line of fir and hemlock stile and rail doors is reviewed in an 8-page mini-brochure. Photos and descriptions of special features, including carved panels, raised moldings, and etched glass inserts, are also included in the literature. Simpson Door Co., Seattle.</td>
<td>The manufacturer's three new fireplaces, including a see-through, two-sided unit, a corner fireplace, and a zero-clearance fireplace with the look of masonry construction, are featured in a 6-page color catalog. A diagram shows the standard equipment for each model and optional features. Heatilator Inc., Mt. Pleasant, Iowa.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
When beauty is as important as performance

Built-in refrigeration for homes of distinction
Combining beauty and performance, Sub-Zero is the true built-in refrigeration system designed exclusively for the home. All models feature 24" depth, which enables them to fit flush with all standard base cabinets and affords easy accessibility to all stored items. All Sub-Zero built-in models are designed to accept exterior panels of virtually any material. This unique feature provides you complete flexibility in kitchen design. You can blend it in or accent your own special kitchen decor. Models range in size from 24" to 48" width and up to 31 cubic feet in capacity...the largest unit made for the home. The line features side-by-side, over-n-under (freezer on bottom), all refrigerator, and all freezer units. Also available are under-counter and individual ice-making units. All full-size units feature automatic icemaker and adjustable storage in both refrigerator and freezer. An outstanding refrigeration system coupled with such innovative features as polyurethane insulation (entire unit including doors), magnetically sealed doors, self venting and automatic defrost assures years of satisfactory performance. Every Sub-Zero unit is completely test run at the factory for total performance before delivery.

See Sub-Zero on display at leading kitchen dealer and appliance showrooms.

Send for colorful brochure on unique kitchens. Available in Canada. SUB-ZERO FREEZER CO. • P.O. BOX 4130, MADISON, WI 53711 • 608/271-2233
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49 Roll-down shutters
Exterior-mounted shutters, constructed with either wood or aluminum slats, are featured in a 4-page color catalog. The roll-down shutters are electrically operated and are designed to provide shade, privacy, and wind protection. Soleil, Miami, Fla.

50 Carpentry
A 22-page color booklet provides general information about carpet selection and includes separate sections on texture and color. Photographs show several of the manufacturer's Anso IV nylon carpets in a variety of indoor applications. Allied Fibers, New York City.

51 Post-and-beam system
A 26-page booklet features the manufacturer's pre-engineered post-and-beam framing system. The advantages of a complete exterior shell package, including siding, insulation systems, and millwork, are explained. Color photos show the Cluster Sheds individually and grouped together to form larger living spaces. Timberpeg East, Inc., Claremont, N. H.

52 Ceramic tile
The manufacturer's new catalog features the most recent lines of unglazed and glazed floor and wall tiles. The catalog includes products for residential, commercial, and institutional applications. New color additions to several tile collections are shown in the literature. United States Ceramic Tile Co., East Sparta, Ohio.

53 Gypsum-coated wallcovering
A 4-page color brochure describes the manufacturer's gypsum-impregnated flexible wallcovering that crystallizes to plaster on the wall surface. The product is intended as a finish for masonry walls that are used in passive solar-heating systems. Flexi-Wall Systems, Liberty, S. C.

54 Residential steel framing
The advantages of the manufacturer's open web residential steel framing system are discussed in a 6-page color brochure. The energy-saving features of the pre-engineered system are reviewed in the literature. Meleco Home Building Systems, Strafford, Mo.

55 Millwork
A 24-page color catalog illustrates dozens of Victorian millwork designs for both interior and exterior decoration. Made of solid kiln-dried hardwoods, especially oak and poplar, the product line includes brackets, spandrels, balustrades, wainscoting, partitions, and grilles. Cumberland Woodcraft Co., Inc., Carlisle, Pa.

56 Laminated veneer lumber
Beams and headers made from the manufacturer's new Gang-Lam laminated veneer lumber are featured in a 16-page catalog. The laminate is said to have a greater weight-carrying capacity than standard lumber and can be nailed to any surface. Gang-Nail Systems, Inc., Miami, Fla.

57 Paints and stains
The manufacturer's "Professional Planning File" contains a paint and stain specification guide, bid sheets for analyzing and comparing estimates from paint contractors, and a list of nationwide distributors. The properties of various coatings and the necessary surface preparation are reviewed. Olympic Stain, Seattle.

58 Fluorescent fixtures
A 34-page color catalog illustrates Light Concepts decorative fluorescent lighting fixtures for residential applications. The literature includes photos and descriptions of grid and parabolic fixtures, wood-framed ceiling lights, and wraparound, cireline, wall-mounted, and utility lighting. Lithonia Lighting, Conyers, Ga.

59 Air duct insulation
The manufacturer's thermal and acoustical insulation, designed for residential and commercial duct heating and cooling systems, is covered in a 20-page booklet. The duct products and insulations are said to be effective in reducing heat loss and noise levels in low- and medium-pressure air-handling systems. Owens-Corning Fiberglas Corp., Toledo.

60 Refrigeration
The manufacturer's line of built-in refrigerators and freezers is featured in a 12-page color brochure. Photos show the 24-in-deep units installed flush with standard-size kitchen cabinets and counters. A selection of wood and laminate panels that can be inserted onto the front and side surfaces is shown. Sub-Zero Freezer Co., Inc., Madison, Wis.
SINGLE-PLY ROOFING
AND INSULATION
FROM A SINGLE SOURCE.

Now Foamular® extruded polystyrene insulation is available through Firestone Building Products. So you can specify RubberGard® EPDM membrane, accessories and insulation from a single source. And a single source warranty from Firestone covers both your Firestone membrane system and the thermal performance of the Foamular insulation.

Ideal for most types of single-ply roofing systems, Foamular is one of the fastest growing names in insulation. The rigid panels are light-weight, easy to handle and cut, and Foamular retains its high R-value even after prolonged exposure to moisture of every kind. Known for technical leadership, service and cost per R-value, the complete Foamular roofing product line is available through Firestone, including the unique low density Foamular 150 board.


* Foamular is a registered trademark of UC Industries, Inc.
* RubberGard is a registered trademark of Firestone Building Products Company.
61 Entry system
An 8-page color foldout shows how the Lee Haven system combines the thermal performance of wood stiles and rails with the durability of a magnetically sealed, polyurethane-core steel entry door. All glazing and side light options are illustrated. Weather Shield Manufacturing, Inc., Medford, Wis.

62 Oak flooring
A newly expanded 16-page color catalog shows laminated oak parquet and plank flooring in several interior applications. The literature includes full product specifications and tips on floor care and installation. Anderson Hardwood Floors, Clinton, S. C.

63 Cavity drywall systems
An 8-page brochure reviews the savings in labor, time, space, and materials by using one of the manufacturer’s two I-stud cavity area separation wall systems as a substitute for masonry block for vertical fire barriers between adjacent wood-frame multi-unit buildings. Gold Bond Building Products, Div. National Gypsum, Charlotte, N. C.

64 Marble and granite tile
A 32-page color catalog features marble, thin granite, and stone tiles from all over the world. French limestone tile, Bavarian marbles and stones, and granite tiles and pavers in a variety of colors are shown in the literature. Marble Technics Ltd., New York City.

65 Lighting fixtures
A 68-page color brochure reviews the manufacturer’s line of track, fluorescent, recessed, and specialty lighting fixtures for residential or commercial use. Diagrams illustrate mounting options. Dimensions and electrical specifications for each fixture are included. NuTone Housing Group, Sowitt Inc., Cincinnati.

66 Faucets and fittings
The Casa line of European-designed and manufactured faucets, intended for residential use, are featured in an 8-page color brochure. The chrome-plated product line includes seven styles of kitchen and lavatory faucets, a bidet faucet, two tub spouts, and bath and shower valves. Moen Group, Stanadyne, Inc., Elyria, Ohio.

67 Built-in fireplace
An 8-page color brochure reviews the Super Energy Saver built-in fireplace. Fireplace accessories, including a pressurized air circulator and decorative grates, are described in the literature. The manufacturer’s 25-year limited warranty is reviewed. Preway Inc., Wisconsin Rapids, Wis.

68 Weatherproofing
The manufacturer’s line of over 40 products that are intended to insulate and protect buildings from the effects of weather extremes or restore already damaged structures is reviewed in an 8-page color brochure. A range of applications, from small homes to highways and bridges, is shown in the literature. Thoro System Products, Miami, Fla.

69 Security locks
A 108-page color catalog reviews the manufacturer’s line of high-security residential and commercial locks. The D-10 dropbolt, which is said to offer complete protection in high-risk situations, is featured in the catalog. Medeco Security Locks, Inc., Salem, Va.

70 Cedar shingles
A 4-page color brochure features the manufacturer’s line of Fancy Cut shingles. The nine shingle patterns are shown alone and in several combinations. Illustrations show both restoration and new construction applications. Shakertown Corp., Winlock, Wash.

71 Closet storage
The manufacturer’s Closet Maid closet organizer is said to effectively double the hanging space in a closet. A 4-page color brochure describes the system components, including double-hung shelf-and-rod units, pole supports, and shoe racks. Clairson International, Ocala, Fla.

72 Skylights and roof windows
The manufacturer’s line of skylights and roof windows is reviewed in a 24-page color brochure. Different models and accessory options are shown. Information about flashings, installation, safety, and ventilation is included in the literature. Velux-America, Inc., Greenwood, S. C.
Ultimate Water Movers...GROHE

Polished Brass, White, Black, Pewter, 23-Karat Gold, Satin, Antique Brass or Polished Chrome...Grohe’s European Originals add the finishing touch to kitchens, baths and spas.

Custom Shower Heads, Body Sprays, Personal Hand Showers, and Ladylux for the kitchen... Grohe products are unique, and unequalled in design, performance and variety.

Grohe faucets represent a 51-year tradition of excellence in styling, engineering and reliability.

GROHE AMERICA, INC. 900 Lively Blvd. Wood Dale, IL 60191 312/350-2600 TELEX: 287415

1985 is Grohe’s 10TH YEAR in the United States, with distribution in Canada.

Write for our new International Collection, Ladylux and Harmony in White® brochures © 1985 Grohe America, Inc.
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73 Vinyl tile flooring
Simulated marble, wood-grain, brick, slate, and terrazzo tile patterns are shown in a 20-page color catalog of the manufacturer’s line of vinyl tile flooring. Most tiles are 1/8 in. thick and are intended for residential applications. National Floor Products Co., Inc., Florence, Ala.

74 Cedar plywood
A 6-page color product guide illustrates and describes Western Red Cedar-faced plywood intended for use as siding and paneling. Panel sizes, thicknesses, and grades are listed. Finishing, installation, and maintenance instructions are given in the literature. Evans Products Co., Portland, Ore.

75 Cast stone
A 4-page color brochure features Armstone cast stone floor tiles and wall panels for residential interiors. The manufacturer of the tiles, which contain over 90 per cent natural stone, is described. The textured and smooth surfaces; honed and polished finishes; standard and custom sizes; and a selection of 18 colors are shown. ArmStar, Lenoir City, Tenn.

76 Concrete floor system
A cast-in-place concrete floor system for single-family and low-rise residential buildings is described in a 4-page flyer. The system, which consists of deck forms supported by collars on the joint forms that are in turn supported by brackets at the end walls and interior beam, is described. Portland Cement Association, Skokie, Ill.

77 Sound-reducing matting
Enbasonic is a two-layer composite, sound-reducing matting that is intended to meet sound rating requirements in both new construction and retrofit multiple-unit dwelling floor systems. An 8-page color catalog describes the product’s advantages when used under a hard surface floor. American Enka Co., Enka, N. C.

78 Cooktop
A 2-page insert features the Continental solid burner electric cooktop, available in almond, black, and white porcelain enamel. Features of the cooktop, including even heat distribution across the entire burner, a variable temperature control, and safety lights to indicate when each unit is on, are reviewed. Dacor, Pasadena, Calif.

79 Whirlpool bath
Thirteen different whirlpool baths are featured in a 28-page color catalog. Diagrams give the dimensions and plumbing specifications of each model. Special features of the line, including the Water Rainbow waterfall fill spout and single-touch on/off operation, are reviewed in the literature. Jacuzzi Whirlpool Bath, Walnut Creek, Calif.

80 Decorative windows
A 12-page brochure features the manufacturer’s line of decorative windows and louvers, including round, half-rounds, ovals, and octagons. Color photos show a variety of applications. Diagrams illustrate several glazing, mullion, and frame options. Webb Manufacturing, Conneaut, Ohio.

81 Cabinets
A 16-page color brochure reviews the manufacturer’s kitchen cabinet line, based on European-styled frameless construction. Six different models are illustrated in a variety of configurations. Close-ups show the concealed hinges and melamine laminate surfacing. Wood-Mode Cabinetry, Kreamer, Pa.

82 Windows and doors
Detailed descriptions of several new window and door products are included in a 56-page color catalog. Featured products include high-performance glass and Flexiframe window components, which permit fabrication of odd-shaped windows that coordinate with the manufacturer’s standard window line. Andersen Corp., Bayport, Minn.

83 Redwood lumber
The durability, dimensional stability, and strength of redwood lumber is reviewed in an 8-page color brochure. Illustrations of interior and exterior applications are included in the literature. Handling and installation requirements are reviewed, and various finishes are suggested. California Redwood Association, Mill Valley, Calif.

84 Bathroom fixtures
An 8-page color catalog features the manufacturer’s line of one-piece vanities available with a variety of lavatory, apron, backsplash, and side-splash choices. Marble, onyx, and solid-color vanity units are illustrated as well as bathtubs, showers, and additional accessories. Lippert Corp., Menomonee Falls, Wis.
Think Vermont. "I'll tell you why. Up here in Vermont, as you know because I've told you so many times in this little series of advertisements, I own a quarry full of good slate in purples, reds, mottled, and greens. The way the cookie crumbles is that we get some purple and red but a lot of mottled and green. Not long ago, anxious to sell some of that green slate, I made a deal to sell 80,000 square feet of it to a shopping center developer. The trouble is that the shopping center deal went sour, as shopping center deals often do, and as a result...

I'm sitting on 80,000 square feet of green slate you can have wholesale. In fact cheap

"The slate is very good quality, a very nice color (somewhat romantically called Mountain Mist). It's natural cleft, sawed into two-by-two-foot squares, ½-inch nominal thickness, very hard and very skid-resistant. It will have to be mud set. At the risk of sounding like Crazy Eddie, I really have to move this slate out. For one thing, two acres of slate, even in neatly stacked crates, takes up a lot space in the yard (it's a month's production). Besides, every time I see that stack of crates I'm reminded that I may not after all be the shrewdest Yankee trader in Vermont, which is an image of myself I rather like. So...

Think green slate. Think two-acre plaza -at a patio price

"If you've got a job that could use 80,000 square feet of lovely green slate, call me toll-free at 1-800-343-1900. And hurry. The price is not going to be insane, but it's going to be pretty darn attractive. Like the slate. Which I sure would like to move out of the yard.

—Bill Markcrow

VERMONT
STRUCTURAL
SLATE
COMPANY

FAIR HAVEN, VT 05743

Product literature continued

85 Laminates
New additions to the Design Group line of decorative laminate, intended for surfacing in residential and commercial applications, are shown in a 16-page color brochure. Illustrations of the 180 available colors and patterns and photographs of a variety of laminate products are included. Wilsonart, Temple, Tex.

86 Tubs and showers
A 16-page color catalog reviews the manufacturer's line of whirlpools, spas, steam units, and standard acrylic and gelcoat bathtub/shower modules. Lavatories and tempered glass bathtub enclosures are shown in the literature. The dimensions of each unit are given. Aqua Glass Corp., Adamsville, Tenn.

87 Skylights
An 8-page color catalog describes the manufacturer's line of residential skylights and features Thermlite units, with a double-wall PVC curb for insulation without condensation. Continuous ridge, vaulted, and tandem skylight systems and solar accessories are also shown in the literature. Plasteco, Inc., Houston, Tex.

88 Bathroom accessories
A 12-page color brochure features a new line of brass bathroom accessories, including towel bars and rings, robe hooks, tissue and toothbrush holders, vanity shelves, and soap dishes. The manufacturer's hot forging process, which compresses brass alloy into a heavier product, is reviewed in the literature. Baldwin Hardware Corp., Reading, Pa.

89 Lighting fixtures
A 16-page price and specification guide features a full line of architect-designed wall, floor, and task lamps for contract and residential use. The catalog includes photographs of each unit accompanied by a description of its construction and available finishes. Atelier International Lighting, New York City.

90 Insulating shutters
An 8-page color catalog reviews construction details, performance ratings, installation options, and ordering information of the manufacturer's insulating shutter system for windows and sliding glass, or French doors. An adjustable louver system for skylights, greenhouses, and clerestory windows is shown. InsulShutter, Keene, N. H.
91 Garage door
The Thermowayne steel garage door, with a solid polyurethane core and a thermal break between the inner and outer metal skins, is shown in a 4-page color brochure. Features of the door, including an embossed wood-grain finish and a non-corrosive latch, are described. Wayne-Dalton Corp., Mount Hope, Ohio.

92 Fireplace
A 4-page color catalog reviews the standard features of the Supercirculator fireplace, including tight-fitting doors, outside air supply, flue damper, and forced-air fans. The dimensions and performance rates of the unit are included in the literature. Majestic, Huntington, Ind.

93 Reflective surfacing
A 6-page foldout brochure includes samples of the manufacturer’s mirrorlike polystyrene decorative surfacing. The product is available with or without a self-adhesive, and can be applied to walls, ceilings, and furniture. Liberty Hardware Manufacturing Corp., White Plains, N. Y.

94 Plywood directory
A 41-page booklet includes a plywood manufacturers membership directory that lists the name and address of each plant, the maximum size of the plywood manufactured at each, and the glue, wood species, and finish used. Hardwood Plywood Manufacturers Association, Reston, Va. Available for $2.00 per copy.

95 Vinyl windows
The energy-saving advantages of the manufacturer’s rigid vinyl double-hung residential windows are reviewed in a 6-page brochure. A photo of a window section shows the four sealed air chambers of the fusion-welded frame and the fin seal double and triple weatherstripping. Trocal Window Systems, Div. of Dynamit Nobel of America, Inc., Rockleigh, N. J.

96 Wallcoverings
A sample book contains swatches of the Torino II collection, additions to the Torino line of Italian-designed wallcoverings. The wallcoverings have a parchment-like texture and are available in 11 new colors, including chalk, zinc, barium, sepia, clay, feldspar, cobalt, nickel, iron, sienna, and umber. Donghia Textiles, New York City.
Principles of Attic Ventilation,
the only complete technical reference on
attic and roof ventilation. The new third edi-
tion presents state of the art technology . . .
includes air flow amount and pattern for
vent types in general use today . . . quanti-
tifies ventilation needed to lower energy
requirements, prolong insulation and roof
life, prevent moisture problems and avoid
winter ice dams.

STEEL PITCH
RIDGE UNIVENT™ explains
the applications and benefits
of the first ridge ventilator
specifically designed for the
6/12 to 12/12 roof. Includes
technical drawings.

ADVANTAGES OF
ZINC RIDGE UNIVENT™
describes a new ridge ven-
tilator that provides fungi-
static protection for the entire
roof surface, preventing mold
and fungus. Includes tech-
nical drawings.

RIDGE UNIVENT™ FOR TILE ROOFS presents
the Ridge Univent™ system for
tile roofs, with technical
drawings of installations. In-
cludes Tile Unispeak Vent™
and Tile Uniflash Vent™ for
contemporary roof designs.

ARCHITECT'S
TOLL FREE NUMBER
800/AIR VENT
(800/243-8368)
for publications described above or other Air Vent literature and information.
Ask for Clarke K. Wolfert, P.E., Technical Director.
Circle 67 on inquiry card

FIRST IMPRESSIONS
ARE IMPORTANT

CUSTOM HAND CARVED DOORS TO YOUR DESIGN
SOLID 1/4" THICK MAHOGANY
OTHER WOODS AVAILABLE

$695
NET COST EACH DOOR
36 W x 84 H OR SMALLER
SEND FOR FREE CATALOG
OUR 33RD YEAR OF FINE CUSTOM WOODWORKING

PINECREST INC.
2118 BLAISELAV, MINNEAPOLIS, MINNESOTA 55404
PHONE 612.877-1701
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97 Skylights and solariums
The manufacturer's custom-made
tabular aluminum sunlight and
solarium systems are described in
a 4-page color brochure. Features
of the systems, including a ther-
ally broken base extrusion and
interlocking frame members, are
reviewed. Drawings of construc-
tion details are shown. Habitek, Inc.,
Norrstown, Pa.

98 Cedar plywood
A variety of residential applications
of Cedar Ply Western Red Cedar
plywood siding is illustrated in an 8-
page color brochure. The available
grades, types, and finishes of the
plywood panels are reviewed.
Flame-spread data and finishing
instructions are included. Peninsula
Plywood Div. of ITT Rayonier Inc.,
Port Angeles, Wash.

99 Wood doors
A 20-page catalog shows
approximately 60 oak and
mahogany interior and exterior
doors with sidelights. Color
photographs show the available
models, which feature hand-carved
details and etched, leaded, and
beveled glass in a variety of
residential applications.
International Wood Products,
San Diego.

100 Bath fixtures
A line of china bathtubs and shower
trays imported from France is
shown in an 8-page color brochure.
Asymmetrical tubs, designed to fit
into corners, and free-standing
double-apron baths are illustrated.
The fixtures are shown in white and
in a selection of pastel shades.
Porcher, Inc., Chicago.

101 Landscape lighting
Spread, path, border, and accent
fixtures for landscape lighting are
illustrated in a 26-page color
catalog. Photometric data for each
fixture is given. Diagrams show
dimensions and mounting options of
each unit. Kim Lighting,
City of Industry, Calif.

102 Toilets
An 8-page color brochure reviews
the economical and environmental
benefits of the Microflush toilet,
which uses compressed air to draw
waste from the bowl over the
trapway. Photos of the different
models are included in the
literature. Microphor, Inc.,
Willits, Calif.
103 Built-in ovens
Option 3 micro-convection ovens are featured in an 8-page color brochure. Photos of the built-in units, which have a microwave/convection oven on top and a conventional, self-cleaning thermal oven/broiler on the bottom, are included in the literature. Thermador/Waste King, Los Angeles.

104 Aluminum siding
A 12-page color brochure features Cedarwood aluminum siding. The siding’s fluorocarbon coating is said to resist weathering, chalking, fading, staining, and to require no painting. The siding is shown in white, gray, beige, and brown. Alean Building Products, Warren, Ohio.

105 Ceiling tile
An 8-page color brochure includes photos of the manufacturer’s Auditone, Quietone, and Hacienda lines of mineral-fiber ceiling tile for residential use. The acoustical properties, fire-resistance ratings, and maintenance requirements of the tiles are reviewed in the literature. United States Gypsum, Chicago.

106 Vinyl tile
The manufacturer’s line of vinyl floor tile, made from PVC resins, is featured in an 8-page color brochure. Simulated wood grain, brick, quarry tile, and marble patterns are shown in both commercial and residential applications. Azrock Flooring Products, San Antonio, Tex.

107 Indirect lighting
An 8-page color catalog reviews several methods of indirect lighting. A line of freestanding, portable, wall-mounted, and suspended fixtures is illustrated and described in the literature. The mirrorized reflector of the line’s optical system is discussed. Guth Lighting, St. Louis, Mo.

108 Windows and glass doors
A 50-page color brochure features the manufacturer’s line of wood and aluminum-clad windows, doors, and glazed systems. The literature includes size charts for single units and combinations, energy performance figures, specifications, and detail drawings. Pella/Rolscreen Co., Pella, Iowa.
109 Tennis court surface
A 4-page color brochure describes a modular tile tennis court surface, said to be easy to install over any hard base such as concrete or asphalt. The manufacture of the tiles, which are made of treated polyethylene, is reviewed. Resort and residential applications are illustrated in the literature.
Matéflex, Utica, N.Y.

110 Single-lever fittings
The Orchidea line of fittings for kitchen, bar, and bath sinks, bathtubs, showers, and whirlpools is featured on a 2-page color flyer. Designed by Junko Enomoto, the fittings are individually cast and assembled from solid brass, and are available in six baked-enamel colors. Watercolors, Inc., Garrison-On-Hudson, N.Y.

111 Contract fabrics
A color foldout brochure describes the Millennium line of upholstery, drapery, wallcovering, and carpet designs. Aubusson tapestry, woven with five layers of wool, is featured in the literature. Several silk, wool, and Egyptian cotton patterns are shown. Jack Lenor Larsen, New York City.

112 Ventilating fans
Electric fans for the bathroom, kitchen, laundry room, and basement are illustrated in a 16-page color catalog. Fan-forced heaters and room-to-room fans that transfer heated or cooled air from one space to another are also featured in the literature. A selection of wall control panels is shown. Broan Manufacturing Co., Inc., Hartford, Wis.

113 Ceramic tile
A 4-page color brochure features the manufacturer's Terrestrial tile, available in four colors that are intended to match standard bathroom fixtures and kitchen appliances. Accent tiles, offered in brighter colors and patterns, are also shown in the literature. Wenzel Tile Co., Trenton, N.J.

114 Roofing products
Organic- and fiberglass-based shingles and built-up roofing products are covered in a 12-page color catalog. The Valiant and Summit shingles, intended for residential applications, are featured. Product specifications and a color selection chart are included in the literature. Georgia-Pacific Corp., Atlanta.
115 Security systems
A 16-page buyers guide reviews several aspects of home protection systems: levels and types of security devices, fire alarms, central station monitoring options, and installation techniques. Floor plans indicate suggested placement of different security devices. Honeywell, Inc., Minnetonka, Minn.

116 Bathtubs
A line of bathtubs made with a molded fiberglass shell lined with plastic foam cushioning and covered by an elastomeric surface material is illustrated in a 10-page color brochure. Dimensions and water capacity of each model are given in the literature. The Soft Bathtub Co., Seattle.

117 Railings
Handrails and balustrades, shower rails, grab bars and many other residential hardware items constructed from the manufacturer's nylon-coated galvanized steel components are shown in an 8-page color catalog. Product specifications and detail drawings are included in the literature. Hewi, Inc., Allendale, N. J.

118 Kitchen units
A 15-page catalog illustrates kitchen units intended for use by the handicapped or for installation in apartments for the elderly, hospitals, nursing homes, and limited-space residential applications. Full product specifications and available options are reviewed. Dwyer Products Corp., Michigan City, Ind.

119 Windows
A 28-page color catalog reviews the manufacturer's single- and double-hung windows, rolling windows and doors, specialty windows, and greenhouse bays for residential, commercial, and institutional buildings. Frame and glazing details are illustrated in the literature. Capitol Windows, Harrisburg, Pa.

120 Plywood
A 56-page guide reviews the specification and use of plywood structural panels. Wall, floor, and roof construction techniques are explained and illustrated in color photos. Load-span tables for plywood products are included in the literature. American Plywood Association, Tacoma, Wash.
121 Wool carpeting
A 12-page color brochure outlines the manufacturer's line of wool carpets and custom shape, size, and color area rugs. Photos show a selection of hand- and machine-tufted textures and patterns. Production techniques are described and illustrated in the literature. V'Soske, New York City.

122 Kitchen and bath fixtures
A product information kit contains photographs, descriptions, and specifications of each item in the manufacturer's line, including kitchen and bathroom fixtures, washbasins, and garden and park furniture. The kit also contains a list of sales representatives. Krol Inc., Cambridge, Mass.

123 Kitchen cabinets
A 16-page catalog features the manufacturer's selection of cabinet styles. Raised oak panels in light tones and European-styled frameless cabinets with melamine surfaces are shown in color photographs. Drawings illustrate the construction details of the different lines. Merilat Industries, Inc., Adrian, Mich.

124 Granite and marble
An 8-page color catalog features a line of granite and marble intended for residential and commercial applications. The literature describes how the manufacturer saws and processes 30-ton blocks into marble tiles, granite pavers, and custom-specified units. Granite & Marble World Trade, Chicago.

125 Folding doors
Decorative folding partitions and screens for residential applications are illustrated in a 12-page color catalog. The line includes solid face and carved, caned, mirrored, and glazed insert panels, and rigid vinyl folding doors. Operable walls for commercial use are also shown. Panelfold Inc., Miami, Fla.

126 Split-system air conditioner
A 4-page color brochure explains the energy-saving advantages of Medallion IV residential air conditioners, part of the manufacturer's line of hvac products that also includes wall-mounted units, heat pumps, and self-contained air-conditioning systems. The systems are said to be easy to install and maintain. Intertherm, St. Louis.
127 Wood doors and windows
A 20-page color catalog features windows equipped with Heat Mirror glazing, said to enable the glass to achieve R-values above 4.0 without affecting clarity and view. Brochure contains photos and data on wood-framed basements and double-hung windows, and sliding and swinging patio doors. Hurd Millwork Co., Medford, Wis.

128 Ductless fans
A 4-page color brochure describes how ductless fan units can be used to filter contaminants, and deodorize and recirculate air in kitchens and bathrooms. Diagrams show the construction of the fans. Rush-Hampton Industries, Inc., Sanford, Fla.

129 Tile-setting products
An 8-page color brochure includes product descriptions, suggested uses, estimated coverage, application instructions, and performance and test data for the manufacturer's line of tile-setting products. A selection of 18 ceramic grade grout colors and seven dry wall grout colors is shown. W. R. Bonsal Co., Charlotte, N. C.

130 Sheet metal roofing
Residential and commercial applications for the manufacturer's zinc alloy roofing systems are illustrated in a 4-page architectural catalog. Standing- and batten-seam Microzinc roofs are described, and accessories, including gutters and flashing, are reviewed. Hickman Construction Products, Asheville, N. C.

131 Basement doors
A 6-page brochure illustrates the advantages of an exterior entrance to the basement. Color photographs of several installations are included. Diagrams show construction details. The Bilco Co., New Haven, Conn.

132 Kitchen appliances
The manufacturer's line of ovens, ranges, dishwashers, refrigerators, and microwave units is featured in a 12-page color brochure. The features of each unit are reviewed in the literature. Dimensions are included. Magic Chef, Inc., Cleveland, Tenn.
133 Cast-iron fireplace
The Eclipse cast-iron wood- or coal-burning fireplace is featured in a 4-page color brochure. Photos show the airtight, zero clearance unit installed flush with the wall and recessed into it. Performance and construction data is included. Dovre, Inc., Aurora, Ill.

134 Replacement windows
A 2-page color insert describes the Thermalizer II all-aluminum, thermally broken replacement window for residential applications. Features of the window, including tilt latches, positive locks intended to discourage prowlers, and fin-type weatherstripping, are reviewed. Season-all Industries, Inc., Indiana, Pa.

135 Red cedar siding
Several Western Red cedar siding styles, including board-and-batten, board-on-board, tongue-and-groove, and bevel siding, are reviewed in a 4-page color brochure. Photos show a variety of interior and exterior applications. Western Red Cedar Lumber Association, Portland, Ore.

136 Heating/air conditioning
An 8-page catalog features the main components of the manufacturer’s Sun Dial residential and commercial heating and air-conditioning product line. Included are electric, gas, and oil furnaces; heat pumps; and combination electric furnaces and plenum heaters. Square D Co., Mesquite, Tex.

137 Masonry stains
A 4-page color brochure describes Dymacryl water-repellent stains, designed to protect and improve the appearance of concrete, exposed aggregate concrete, common and face brick, stucco, and natural stone. The 10 standard colors are shown. Product test results are summarized in the text. Dumpney Co., Inc., Everett, Mass.

138 Decorative glass
Several different decorative glass installations, including windows, skylights, screens, and shades are illustrated in a 6-page color brochure. Etched, sandblasted and carved windows; leaded and stained windows; and copper foil and zinc lampshades and domes are described in the literature. Elysian Art Glass Co., Denver.
139 Natural stone
Residential applications of marble and other natural stone building products are described and illustrated in a 4-page color brochure. Splitface ashlars, fieldstone and thin veneer stones and marble chunks are featured in the literature. Georgia Marble Co., Atlanta.

140 Windows and doors
A 72-page catalog contains information on approximately 5,000 standard shapes and sizes of wood windows and patio doors. All featured products, including round top windows, bow and bay windows, and terrace and patio doors, are described and accompanied by detail drawings. Photos show several pine-framed units. Marvin Windows, Warroad, Minn.

141 Vertical blinds
Residential installations of vertical window blinds are illustrated in a 36-page color booklet. The selection of available fabrics and textures, including vinyl, wool, cane, cork, grasscloth, and suede, are shown in the literature. Louverdrape, Inc., Santa Monica, Calif.

142 Tables
A 36-page catalog includes color photos of each Monoform table, available in cube, triangle, oval, and hexagon shapes. The text describes the process by which the natural wood veneer, polyester resin colors, and polished aluminum finishes are applied. Ordering information is included. Intrax Furniture, New York City.

143 Exterior finish
A 4-page brochure includes case studies of residential projects using the R-wall insulation system. The features of the insulation board, which is coated with an all-acrylic finish, is said to maximize heat retention in winter and minimize cooling losses in summer, are described in the literature. ISPO Inc., Mansfield, Mass.

144 Heat pump
A 4-page color brochure features the manufacturer's all-weather HP16 heat pump. Diagrams of the heating and cooling cycles show how the pump transfers and recirculates heat between the indoor unit and the outdoor unit. Lennox Industries, Inc., Dallas.

Bright Idea
Introducing The LIGHTHOUSE
New fixture for low level lighting. Handsome bollard design. Laminted of custom selected, kiln dried Western Red Cedar. Easy access to lamp and ballast compartment. Incandescent, mercury vapor or high pressure sodium.
Write on letterhead for catalog of wood lighting standards and accessories.

Ryther-Purdy Lumber Company, Inc.
204 Elm Street
P.O. Box 622
Old Saybrook, CT 06475
Phone (203) 388-4405

Lighting Standards
Fixtures • Signs
Guide Railings • Custom Millwork
Benches • Trash Receptacles

Circle 79 on inquiry card

PINECREST LIGHT SHAPERS

PINECREST HAS BEEN PRODUCING FINE QUALITY SHUTTERS IN CUSTOM AND STANDARD SIZES FOR A THIRD OF A CENTURY.
WE MANUFACTURE FROM SELECT PINE, INCENSE CEDAR AND HARDWOODS IN A VERY WIDE RANGE OF STYLES, SHAPES AND FINISHES. YOUR SPECTRUM OF CHOICE WITH PINECREST IS THE LARGEST IN THE INDUSTRY.
OVER THE YEARS OUR PRODUCTS HAVE BECOME THE PREFERRED CHOICE OF SOME OF THE WORLD'S FINEST ARCHITECTS, BUILDERS AND DESIGNERS.
100 PAGE CATALOG AVAILABLE TO THE TRADE.
PINECREST 5118 BLAISDELL AVENUE
MINNEAPOLIS, MINNESOTA 55404
PHONE 612/871-7071

Circle 80 on inquiry card
**Kitchen sink**
The manufacturer's new *Bon Vivant* kitchen sink has two 17- by 18- by 9-in. basins separated by a disposal basin. The enamelled cast-iron unit is available in self-rimming or square-corner models and comes in a selection of colors. Kohler Co., Kohler, Wis. Write 304 on reader service card.

**Double-hung window**
The manufacturer's new *Ariel* double-hung window has a wood interior and an extruded aluminum exterior frame. The sash liner is designed to be easily removable to facilitate painting or staining of the frame, and glass cleaning or replacement. Peachtree Windows & Doors, Norcross, Ga. Write 306 on reader service card.

**Pendant fixtures**
The manufacturer's pendant light fixtures are made of solid brass and are available in several finishes. The hand-blown Murano glass shades come in red, black, beige, and green. The Classic Illumination, Oakland, Calif. Write 309 on reader service card.

---

**The warmth of home for your client's office.**

For your next office design consider our perfected building system with time-saving technical support. We offer a pre-engineered timber framing system with a choice of over 46 standard frame sections. Our complete exterior shell package includes siding, insulation systems, and millwork, delivered to your site at a predetermined cost, when you want it.

**TIMBERPEG**

Dept. ARB, Box 8988
Ft. Collins, CO 80525
(303)221-3355

Dept. ARB, Box 1500
Claremont, NH 03743
(603)542-7762

Dept. ARB, Box 1007
Elkin, NC 28621
(919)366-2501

---

Circle 81 on inquiry card
**Bathroom fittings**
The manufacturer's new 47-Brass Cross Handle series includes fittings for the lavatory, bathtub, shower, bidet, and bar. The fittings are available in a selection of metal finishes, including polished brass, satin brass, antique brass, antique nickel, polished chrome, and satin chrome. Artistic Brass, Santa Monica, Calif. Write 310 on reader service card.

**Garage door**
The manufacturer's textured steel garage doors can be specified for both single and double width garage openings. The doors come with the Saf-T-Lok track design to retain the rollers in the track as the doors are raised and lowered. Stanley Door Systems, Div. of The Stanley Works, Troy, Mich. Write 313 on reader service card.

**Dining furniture**
Architect Warren Platner has designed a dining room table and matching chairs. The table base is laminated bentwood in a choice of white oak, walnut, or colored maple, and the top comes in beveled glass or wood. The chair's curved seat and back are made of molded foam that can be upholstered in the manufacturer's fabric or the customer's own material. C I Designs, Medford, Mass. Write 311 on reader service card.

**Wallcovering**
The manufacturer's new Tribute vinyl-coated wallcovering is intended for residential and contract applications. The fabric has a 9/4-in. vertical stripe pattern and is available in 25 colors. L. E. Carpenter & Co., Wharton, N. J. Write 312 on reader service card.

**Whirlpool bath**
The manufacturer has introduced an eight-jet, dual air-control whirlpool system powered by a 1-hp pump and motor. The tub's acrylic and fiberglass construction is said to help maintain water temperature. Five models are available. Villeroy & Boch, Inc., Fine Brook, N. J. Write 314 on reader service card.

---

**RENAISSANCE OF THE BATH**

This is Porcher. Distinctive European bath and kitchen fixtures in elegant French colors and pure White china. Shown: Antica, one of 11 different pedestal basins.

For information on availability in your area, contact us at 507 N. Wells Street, Chicago, Illinois 60610. (312) 644-7772

**WHEN LUXURY IS A NECESSITY**

Circle 82 on inquiry card
Pivoting sofa
The Veranda 3 pivoting sofa was designed by Italian architect and interior designer Vico Magistretti. The sofa is constructed of welded steel components that are attached to a wood base. Each side unit rotates on a pivot away from the fixed center unit. The sofa is available in a selection of fabrics and leathers. Atelier International, Ltd., New York City. Write 315 on reader service card

Brass levers
The manufacturer's two new solid brass levers are available with polished and antique finishes. The levers are designed for use on 1 3/8- or 1 3/4-in.-thick doors and have a reversible latch. Valli & Colombo, Duarte, Calif. Write 316 on reader service card

Sealants and coatings
The manufacturer's Series 5000 sealants and Series 8000 coatings are said to waterproof and protect the building envelope from the damaging effects of heat, cold, rain, salt water, chemical pollutants, and ultraviolet radiation. The sealants and coatings can also be used to patch surface cracks. VIP Enterprises, Inc., Miami. Write 317 on reader service card

Berol Cassettes
The new mechanical pencil with a cartridge refill system.

The Berol Cassettes Pencil is a breakthrough in mechanical pencil technology. Just take an easy-loading, long-lasting cartridge of 15 leads and slide it in like a ballpoint refill! It's clean and simple and you never have to fool with one-at-a-time leads.

The special "shock-absorber" cushioned point helps reduce lead breakage.
And the automatic push-button lead advance keeps you writing. Berol Cassettes... it's the most innovative mechanical pencil since mechanical pencils were invented. Ask for it wherever fine writing instruments are sold.

"Shock-absorber" cushioned point reduces lead breakage.
Available in .5mm and .7mm lead diameters.

Automatic push-button lead advance.

Cassette cartridge holds 15 leads plus eraser.

Berol USA
Division of Berol Corporation
Darien, Connecticut 06820

©1985, Berol USA.

Kitchen cabinets
The Nova series of kitchen cabinets, imported from West Germany, has white laminate doors with oak side trim. The cabinets have molded drawers made from melamine and a continuous toekick trim. Liger Kitchens, East Providence, R.I. Write 318 on reader service card

Glass coating
The Type E Energy System for windows, glass doors, and sloped glazing includes a low-emissivity coating designed to reflect radiant heat. The coating is said to help keep interior heat from escaping during the winter and to reflect heat that radiates off pavement and exterior walls in the summer. Type E glass is available as insulating glass or it can be applied to the removable interior glass panel of the manufacturer's double-glazed insulating window. Pella/Rolsecreen Co., Pella, Iowa. Write 319 on reader service card
Table lamp
The Octavia table lamp designed by Jerry Van Deelen has a conical brass body on a circular base with three brass spheres. The fixture has a convex hood made of frosted acrylic or synthetic marble. The unit is 16 in. wide and 17 in. high and is also available as a standing floor lamp. Les Primitiques, New York City.
Write 330 on reader service card

Light- and fan-control panel
The manufacturer's new dual slide control panel is available in light/fan or light/light combinations. The unit can fit into the openings of standard-size wallplates and can be installed as a replacement for on/off switches. Lutron Electronics Co., Inc., Coopersburg, Pa.
Write 331 on reader service card

Furniture
The Graffiti collection of leather-upholstered furniture was designed by Burkhard Vogtherr. The series includes a 45-in.-wide by 16-in.-high chair, a 67-in.-wide by 28-in.-high two-seat sofa, a 82 3/4-in.-wide by 28-in.-high three-seat sofa, a 81-in.-wide by 16-in.-high bench, and a 20 1/2-in.-square table. Brayton International, High Point, N. C. Write 322 on reader service card

Induction cooking
Induction cooktop cartridges are available for the manufacturer's cooktops. They come with a black glass-and-ceramic surface. By the induction method, only electricity required to heat the cooking utensil is used and the surrounding surface is said to remain cool. Jenn-Air Co., Indianapolis.
Write 323 on reader service card

Circle 84 on inquiry card
Fabrics
The New Direction collection of 100 per cent cotton fabrics is intended for residential and commercial applications. The collection includes the Ajusai, Cat's Cradle, and Pentimento (shown) patterns. Each pattern comes in a 54-in. width and is available in a selection of colors. California Drop Cloth, Los Angeles. Write 324 on reader service card

Fireplace
The manufacturer's 300TH two-sided fireplace gives off convective and radiant heat from both sides. The unit is 40 3/4 in. high, 45 1/2 in. wide, and 28 1/4 in. deep and has a glass door opening of 34 by 14 in. Heat-N-Glo Fireplaces, Burnsville, Minn.
Write 335 on reader service card

Table
The Techy table was designed by Anna Castelli Ferrieri and has an injection-molded top that is said to be easy to assemble. The table is intended for interior and exterior applications and comes in black, white, yellow, red, and green. Kartell USA, Easley, S. C.
Write 326 on reader service card

Carpets
The new hand-woven Colombo pattern, designed by Jack Lenor Larsen, is available in half-meter-square tiles or in custom-specified area rug sizes. The pattern comes in 6 shades and can be ordered with or without a PVC backing. Jack Lenor Larsen, New York City.
Write 327 on reader service card

Lock
The manufacturer's Combo II entrance lock for residential and light-commercial applications has a 1-in. deadbolt. The deadbolt and the latch bolt are simultaneously retracted when the inner knob or lever is turned. Falcon Lock, Div. of NI Industries, Inc., Huntington Beach, Calif.
Write 328 on reader service card

The Natural Balance Between Architecture and Nature.

BUCKINGHAM® SLATE

The rich, natural beauty and texture of Buckingham® Slate flooring achieves contemporary style and feeling. Blends interior areas with the outside environment with timeless dignity and enduring traditional values. See our catalogs in Sweet's Architectural File or B.S.I. Stone Catalog.

BUCKINGHAM-VIRGINIA SLATE CORPORATION
410 Fitzhugh Ave., Richmond, Va. 23230
Telephone: 804-355-4351

Circle 85 on inquiry card
Mortise lock
The manufacturer's new L series of mortise locks features a non-handed lock case that permits a variety of combinations of levers, knobs, and grip handles. The hanging of the lock is adjusted by a 180° turn of the latch, and dismantling of the lock case is not necessary. The line is intended for both residential and commercial applications. Schlage Lock Co., San Francisco.
*Write 321 on reader service card*

Roof Tile
*Frontier Shake*, a concrete roof tile, has an irregularly routed front edge combined with a grooved surface texture to simulate the rough profile of cedar shake. It is Class A fire rated and available in three colors. Celotex-Marley, San Bernardino, Calif.
*Write 321 on reader service card*

Flashings
*Master Flash*, which consists of an aluminum base ring and flexible EPDM rubber flashing, is available in sizes to accommodate pipes ranging from 1/4 to 13 in. in diameter. It can be customized on site to be used on deeply corrugated or steeply pitched roofs. Aztec Washer Co., Walnut, Calif.
*Write 322 on reader service card*

Table
The manufacturer's 1001 series of pedestal tables is intended for residential and commercial applications. The table tops come in polished marble or chrome and are also available in custom-specified enamel colors. The pedestals have a 11-in.-diameter base with a 1 1/2-in. diameter post and come in polished chrome or brass. Tsao Designs, Inc., New Canaan, Conn.
*Write 329 on reader service card*

**CONDO® Interlocking Rubber Tiles**

New 5/8" thick, 12" x 12" high traffic lobby tiles are easy to install without adhesives. Easy maintenance, long lasting and ideal for sound absorption. The hidden interlocking tabs assure tight connections between tiles. The knob back provides aeration under tiles - no odor or mildew. They may be installed on the surface with a contrasting beveled border for safety. Recessed installations also available. Write or call Standard Products Division for full details.

**STANDARD PRODUCTS DIVISION**
Pawling Rubber Corporation
P.O. Box X, Pawling, New York 12564 / 914-855-1000


*Circle 86 on inquiry card*
Freedom to get up and down stairways.

The Cheney Liberty® Wheelchair Lifts enable individuals to ride safely from floor to floor both indoors and out. The Lifts are so versatile they can even go across straight intermediate landings.

- Optional top or bottom overruns
- 500 pound load rating

The Cheney Handi-Lift® Vertical Wheelchair Lift provides safe stairway access and its attractive design complements any surroundings.

- Lifting range of 4 to 12 feet
- Indoor and outdoor applications
- 500 pound load rating

Where a restrictive access is required, you'll find the Handi-Enclosure® unsurpassed for safety, good looks, and ease of installation. To find out more about the freedom Cheney Lifts can provide in public buildings or private residences, write Darlene Lewis or call toll free 1-800-782-1222.

Helping people help themselves.

The CHENEY Company
P.O. Box 188, Dept. AR New Berlin, WI 53151
1-800-782-1222 (414) 782-1100

Circle 88 on inquiry card

Twelve Styles of Shutters

Custom PLUS
30,000 Standard Sizes
Catalog available upon request

5¼" Curvilinear
4½" Curvilinear
3½" Curvilinear
2½" Curvilinear
1½" Curvilinear
1¾" ET
1¼" ET
1¼" Traditional
1½" Thermox
4½" Ante Bellum
4½" Ante Bellum
3½" Ante Bellum

PINECREST
2118 Blaisdell Ave., Minneapolis, Minn. 55404
Telephone 812/871-7071

Circle 87 on inquiry card

Waterproofing

Tuff-n-Dri residential basement waterproofing coating is designed for use on below-grade exterior walls. It forms a seamless membrane that is said to resist hydrostatic pressure. Owens-Corning Fiberglas Corp., Toledo.
Write 336 on reader service card

Range

The model BRR 389 is a touch-control-operated gas range/microwave oven that offers the option of using microwave power, gas forced convected heat, or a combination of the two. It features a visual read-out panel and pre-programmed cooking sequences. Caloric Corporation, Topton, Pa.
Write 333 on reader service card

Door

The TR-5000 Magna-Glide sliding glass door comes with a tank-type sill and a fully sloping threshold for drainage. It can be custom-made in any size to a maximum width of 191 in. and a maximum height of 96 in. The TR-5000 comes with 1-in. insulated glass, thermally broken aluminum frame and sash members, weatherstripping, and a triple interlock at panel meeting rails. The door is also available with tempered glass, tinted glass, triple glazing or insulating film. TRACO, A Three Rivers Aluminum Co., Warrendale, Pa.
Write 324 on reader service card

Insulating ballast

The Roofcap Paver system, which can be used on both flat and sloping roofs, is designed to lock pavers in all directions to resist wind uplift. Its design is also said to prevent membrane shear, pavers sinking into the insulation, and paver displacement due to hydroplaning. IDR, Div. of The National Concrete Masonry Association, Herrin, Va.
Write 337 on reader service card

Shower enclosure

The five-sided Neo-Angle shower enclosure, available in 36- or 38-in. models, has an angled door that allows ease of entry in cramped spaces. It comes with brown-tinted clear glass in a gold- or bronze-colored anodized frame or with pebbled glass in a silver frame. It can be installed with either a molded plastic surround or ceramic tile. Kinkead, Div. of USG Industries, Inc., Chicago.
Write 338 on reader service card

Clay block

Clay faceblock, which offers both the look of brick and the installation speed of block, is available in a variety of colors, textures, and sizes, ranging from 6 by 4 by 12 in. to 8 by 6 by 16 in. It is intended for garden or perimeter walls. Davidson Brick Co., Perris, Calif.
Write 325 on reader service card
For your convenience in locating building materials and other products shown in this issue's feature articles, RECORD has asked the architects to identify the products specified.

Pages 70-77
House in Westchester County
by R. M. Kleinman & Frances Halsband
Architects

Pages 70-71—Shingles: Western Red Cedar
(#1 Blue Label); Stain: Samuel Cabot, Inc.
Wood frame windows: Marvin, Custom
doors; Walnurn Construction Co.
Page 73—Wall lights: Appleton Electric Co.
Bluestone paving: Westchester Stone.
Page 74—Uplights: Sterner Lighting Inc.
Fireplace: Majestic Co. Paints (throughout); Benjamin
Moore.
Page 75—(inset) Tile flooring and counters:
Fristenberg & Co., Inc. Recessed lighting:
Lightolier; Cabinets and architectural
woodwork (throughout); Walmara
Construction Co., Ranger; Garland, Smoke
alarms: Pyrotronics, Range hood: Tri-
County Fire Equipment Inc.; Sink: Elkay.
Page 76—Heating grilles: Koppers Co., Inc.; Title:
Dimmer switches: Lutron.

Pages 78-81
Heekstra House
by David Hovey
Pages 78-79—Metal-glass curtain walls:
Smeco, Insulating glass: PPG, Sheet metal
roofing: Wheeling Corrugating Co. Paint:
Benjamin Moore. Entrance: Kawneer.
Doors and frames: Allied Metal Doors.
Cassement windows: Custom Fabricating,
Inc. Garage door: McKee.
Page 80—Outdoor furniture: Koin
Furniture
Page 81—(top) Downlights: Progress
Industries. Kitchen cabinets: Scan Interiors
Inc. Laminate: Formica. Kitchen sink: Polar
Cooktop: Thermador. Refrigerator:
Counter stools: Kinetics, Window blinds:
Levolux. (bottom) Cube table: Intrex. Sling
chairs: Atelier International (Le Corbusier).
Chrome chairs and glass table: Knoll
International (Mies van der Rohe). Gypsum
drywall: U. S. Gypsum.

Pages 82-85
Baldry House
by Bruce D. Nagel
Pages 82-83—Shingles: Conifer. Stains:
Samuel Cabot, Inc. Wood-frame windows
and sliding doors: Marvin. Trim paint:
Benjamin Moore. Skylight: Roto.
Landscape lights: Street Lighting. Garage
and entry doors: Custom by architects.
Pivot hardware: Rixson. Slate tile: Orion
Nova Ltd. Glass blocks: Pittsburgh Corning.
Recessed lighting: Lightolier.
Paints: Benjamin Moore. Ceiling fan:
Hunter. Flooring: Imperial Flooring, Soffit:
Woodside, Rug: Stark Carpets. Coffee table:
Oil painting: Ken Rafferty. Spotlights:
Lightolier.
Page 85—Cabinet work: Central Kitchens.
Recessed lights: Lightolier. Dining table
and credenza: Custom by architects.
Continued on page 178

This SICO® Room Maker
is a sale maker.

Condominiums, townhomes, conversions—any home that makes better
use of space has the competitive edge today. And you can offer
prospective buyers two rooms in the space of one with The SICO Room
Makers® Modular Wall and Bed System. They'll know you put extra
thought and quality into your units. And quality sells itself.
Stack up the components with any bed size to make any room a
sophisticated, comfortable bedroom. In the morning, fingertip pressure
lifts the bed to conceal it in the wall system for a handsome
daytime environment.

You can have delivery on any combination of modular components:
shelves, night stand, three-drawer, two-door, glass-door display units
and pull-down writing desk. For real comfort, select the queen, double
or twin bed with quality mattress and vinyl upholstered box spring or
foundation.

The SICO Room Makers Wall System is less costly than built-ins,
with all the quality SICO is known for around the world. It just may be
your best new salesman. Call or write today for full information.
Masterpieces in wood windows and doors.

Each Norco window is an American masterpiece, finely crafted in the ages-old traditions of window-making.

We complement the natural warmth of wood with the modern arts of energy efficiency. Norco windows are tightly built and offer a choice of glazing options: double glazed, triple glazed or Low-E.

Norco proudly presents a long line of wood windows including casement, bows and bays, double-hung, awning and view, slide-by and custom direct set. And gliding patio doors. All available in natural wood or NOR/CLAD™ (wood with weather-defeating aluminum clad on the outside.)

They're all built with pride in one of the industry's newest, most modern plants. Yet, each one is built in our tradition of excellence to fit your needs and specifications. Exactly.

That's how we've earned a nation-wide reputation for reliability and flexibility that has become a classic in its own right.

No matter what the project is... single residence or multi-housing, renovation or new construction of commercial, industrial or institutional buildings... offer your customers masterpieces in wood. Write or call today for full information.

NORCO®

WINDOWS, INC.

P.O. BOX 309 · HAWKINS, WI 54530
PHONE: 715/585-6311
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Close your eyes.
Now have someone read this to you.

You are blind. A student. Facing four years of college. With about thirty-two textbooks to read. Plus fifty supplemental texts. How are you going to manage?

With Recording for the Blind. Since 1951, we’ve helped over 60,000 blind, perceptually and physically handicapped students get through school. By sending them recordings of the books they need to read. Free.

Recording for the Blind is non-profit, and supported by volunteers and contributions from people like you who can imagine what it’s like to be blind.

Your tax-deductible donation will help our students meet their educational goals. We’ll all be grateful.

If you want to know more about us, write:
Station G
Recording for the Blind, Inc.
20 Roszel Road
Princeton, New Jersey 08540

Recording for the Blind, Inc.
AN EDUCATIONAL LIFELINE.
IT'S WHAT WE'VE GOT BEHIND OUR DOOR THAT PUTS US OUT IN FRONT.

Merillat cabinetry adds style, value, and quality to your plans the way no one else can. Take Merillat's "Extras you don't pay extra for:" wipe-clean "leisure-time" interiors, double-dowelled solid oak frames, slide-out trays, self-closing hinges, adjustable shelves, and more. All standards in Merillat cabinetry.

And, look at Merillat's complete line of convenience accessories: lazy susans, shelving systems, and storage units. They let you design kitchens for today's lifestyles.

When you specify kitchen and bath cabinetry, you want to choose the best value and quality products available. Compare our price, construction, and quality...

...we're confident you'll specify Merillat cabinets. It's what we've got behind our door that puts us out in front.

See our catalogs in the Sweets Light Construction File, sections 11.27c/Mer and 10.16/Mer.

Merillat Industries, Inc., Adrian, MI 49221
AMERICA'S CABINETMAKER®
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Solar Architecture

“Elevette®” your condos’ most practical status symbol

The “Elevette” home elevator is so distinctive, it puts your condo in a class by itself. But that’s the least of its advantages. It’s also:

Convenient... Instead of trudging up and down stairs, you go from floor to floor with the push of a button (and save all that extra energy for tennis!).

Handy... Have something bulky to take up-stairs? “Elevette” does the job quickly, quietly, effortlessly.

Helpful... It saves time and effort. And best of all, it increases your condo’s value. Sure, the “Elevette” is a status symbol. But no other status symbol has ever been this practical.

When planning your next project, don’t just allow space for “Elevettes” to be installed in the future. Have them installed as original equipment. Make the “Elevette” a selling feature. Designed specifically for single family use.

Write for Full Information and Free Literature.

INCLINATOR COMPANY OF AMERICA
DEPT. 66
P. O. BOX 1567
HARRISBURG, PA 17105-1567
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Continued from page 179

Pages 122-129
Round Hill
by Herbert S. Newman


Page 121-125—Pool: Scott Pools Inc.

Bluestone pavers: Connecticut Stone.


Chesterfield sofa: Philip Collack Antiques.


Page 128—(top left) Art: Peter Newman.

Pages 130-133
Dickinson House
by Duos Dickinson

Pages 130-133—Windows, sliding door: Andersen Corp.


Pages 134-139
Mixon House
by Taft Architects


Exterior doors: Plywood Distributors, Inc.


Page 136—Glass block: PPG. Pool: Gardener Spa.


Page 139—Fireplace: Majestic.

Pages 140-143
“The Framingham”
by Haigh Space


Pages 142-143—Wood flooring: Cabeta Oak Stain.
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Lord & Burnham just revolutionized the greenhouse

A dramatic new glass enclosure is now available... The Solarium from Lord & Burnham. It combines architectural beauty and engineering excellence with the most technologically advanced energy saving features. The Solarium can be used in public places and private places... in fact, any place a beautiful energy efficient glass enclosure is desired.

Write Lord & Burnham, Dept. 2535, Box 347, Irvington, NY 10533 for the latest free literature and the name of the Representative nearest you.
In modern roofing, the word is steel. Coil coated, steel roof tiles are rapidly replacing conventional ceramic tiles. These tiles are protected from corrosion, natural and man-made, by KYNAR 500-based premier coatings.

Protection is half the story. The other half is beauty. Coil-coated steel tiles based on KYNAR 500 have all the beauty and elegance of ceramic tiles, with none of the drawbacks. They won't chip or break. They are up to ten times lighter per square foot than ceramic tiles, which can mean significant savings in handling, shipping and installation costs.

KYNAR 500-based exterior metal coatings are the premier finishes for curtain walls, fascia, sidings, canopies, etc., for residential and commercial structures around the world. They provide rich color expression and rugged durability to withstand weathering, pollution and other corrosive influences. And now KYNAR 500-based coatings are protecting and beautifying a major new roofing tile innovation.

For more information on KYNAR 500-based coatings, as well as manufacturers of steel roofing tiles call toll-free 1-800-345-8112, in Pennsylvania call 1-800-662-2444. Or write Pennwalt Corporation, Plastics Department, Three Parkway, Philadelphia, PA 19102.
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Use your STAC card!

Need product information fast? Your Architectural Record Subscriber Telephone Access Card can help speed information to you about any product or service in these pages.

When you key your more-information requests directly into our computer via touch-tone telephone—through Architectural Record's exclusive STAC system—you save days, even weeks of mail-delivery, handling and processing time.

The day after you call, advertisers can access your request by phone from our computer, and begin the process of mailing you the materials you requested. When you need information for a right-now project, fast, free help is as close as your STAC card. And STAC service is available to you 24 hours a day, seven days a week.

**BEFORE YOU DIAL:**
1. Write your STAC ID number, as imprinted on your STAC card, in the boxes in Step 4 below. Do not add 0s.
2. Write the Reader Service numbers for those items about which you want more information in the boxes in Step 6 below. Do not add 0s.

**CALL STAC:**
3. Using a standard touch-tone telephone, call 413/442-2668, and follow the computer-generated instructions.

**ENTER YOUR STAC NUMBER AND ISSUE NUMBER:**
4. When the recording says, "Enter your subscriber number..." enter your STAC number by pushing the numbers and symbols (# or *) on your telephone keypad. Ignore blank boxes. Enter:

**END STAC SESSION:**
7. When you have entered all your Inquiry Selection Numbers and the recording prompts, "Enter next inquiry number," end the call by entering:

**ENTER YOUR INQUIRIES:**
6. When the recording says, "Enter (next) inquiry number..." enter the first Inquiry Selection

If you are a subscriber and need assistance, call 212/512-3442. If you are not a subscriber, fill out the subscription card in this issue, or call Architectural Record Subscription Services at 914/628-0821.
The closer you look, the better we look.

Allmilmö brings a new dimension to cabinetry. The 3D Design system. It is more than an international design innovation. It is a finely orchestrated plan for living that integrates state-of-the-art technology with a uniquely elegant, yet remarkably comfortable environment.

The 3D Design concept unites elements of varied depths, heights and widths into a plan with total design integrity. A plan that can flexibly extend from kitchens and baths into other living areas. It is, in short, the most advanced cabinet design innovation available anywhere. And it is available only from Allmilmö and their Studio "a" specialists ... the most experienced team of creative kitchen designers in the country.

Allmilmö Corporation
70 Clinton Rd., Fairfield, N.J. 07006 • (901) 997-2502

allmilmö
masters in the art of fine living.
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Olympic® Oil Stain.
One of the most dependable tools an architect has.

For over half a century, architects have used Olympic Oil Stain as a tool to both protect and enhance the beauty of their creations. Because Olympic Oil Stain is factory formulated with linseed oil and light-fast, micro-milled pigments. These premium quality ingredients penetrate wood and actually strengthen the fibers. So an Olympic finish is a beautiful finish. You can depend on it.

We have the inside on outside protection.
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